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ABSTRACT

During the 189 years since Tucson was founded many 
changes in housing have occurred. Although the desert 
environment limits the nature of available resources, and 
the hot summer must be considered, man has shown that these 
physical factors have not necessarily limited his cultural 
expression. It has been the events of history; the move
ment of people into the area bringing ideas and technologies 
that has brought changes to the landscape of Tucson.

Both the Spanish-Mexican and Anglo cultures have 
their characteristic style of dwelling, but each type was 
modified here in an attempt to utilize the resources 
available, to compensate for poor communications and to 
find maximum comfort during the hot summers.

Tucson’s earliest housing represents the Spanish- 
Mexican adobe tradition. Americans soon brought the rail
road and by 1880 brick became the dominant building 
material with styles of the humid east being copied. The 
20th century brought increased population including the 
health seeker for whom the California type bungalow pro
vided inexpensive housing. In the 1930's the adobe 
tradition strengthened by tourist interest developed into 
the Spanish-Pueblo bungalow style.

xi



xii
Post World War XI industrialism and population 

increases encouraged the production of tract housing 
employing few embellishments.

The adobe tradition was the product of long 
experience in arid land living tracing back to the Moorish 
period of Spain. Thus the adobe dwelling provided a 
maximum of summer comfort. However, to the Anglo the adobe 
structure was foreign. Styles of humid land environments 
despite their being ill suited to protect the residents 
from intense summer heat were compensated for their 
inefficiencies by adding under gable air vents, wider roof 
overhangs, verandas, sleeping porches, and other simple 
modifications. Thus the familiar style offered an accept
able substitute of more light, space, and comfort for the 
greater insulating qualities of adobe.

Evidence of man's continuing appraisal of his 
total surroundings is present today in such regional 
characteristics as patios, sliding glass panels, low 
pitched roofs, and territorial design. All of these 
features point to continuously changing values and tech
nology.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The types and distribution of dwellings are among
the most noticeable features of the cultural landscape.
The need for sheltering large numbers of people makes

2housing the most common aspect of an urban area. Spatial 
studies of large settlements reveal a complex pattern of 
old and new houses containing variations in floor plan, 
size, and use of building materials. The combinations of 
these three elements varies throughout the world, producing 
numerous housing styles. The ways in which plan, size, and 
material may be combined are influenced by man's different 
cultural traditions, types and availability of raw mate
rials, and by the nature of the local terrain and climate. 
The houses built during any given period reflect how a 
particular group of people possessing cultural values 
evaluates the resources of its area.

The object of this study is to examine the sequence 
of dwelling styles in Tucson, Arizona to show how this 1 2

1. Shelter is a primary necessity since the human 
body is biologically ill equipped to withstand extreme 
conditions of temperature.

2. Harlan Bartholomew, Land Use in American Cities 
(Cambridge, 1955)i p • 50.

1



2
evaluation and utilization of the area's resources has
taken place through time. Regarding the interaction

3between man and the environment, Preston James states,
"Any pattern of occupance is fundamentally the result of 
two groups of factors: First man's more or less conscious
adjustment to his environment in solving his needs for 
food, clothing, shelter and the higher cultural activities. 
Second, the stream of biologic and cultural inheritance 
which is his in a given place and at a given time."

Studies of house types fit into the cultural aspect 
of geography. The study of man as an occupant of the 
earth, his interrelationships with the natural environment, 
and his use or neglect of the earth's resources to satisfy 
his physiological and social needs constitutes cultural 
geography. Cultural geographers are thus concerned with 
those works of man such as dwellings that are inscribed 
into the earth's surface and give to it characteristic 
expression.̂

The Study Area
Tucson is one of the older cities of western North 

America, having originated as a Spanish presidio in 1776. 3 4

3. Preston James, "Successive Settlement Patterns 
on the Site of Syracuse," Journal of Geography, Vol. 37
(1938), p. 99.

4. Carl 0. Sauer, "Cultural Geography," in 
Readings in Cultural Geography by Philip L. Wagner 
(Chicago, 1962), pp. 30-3^*
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In 189 years it has passed from the political control of 
Spain to Mexico, and then to the United States. The 
Spanish-Mexican colonial period began in 1691 with a 
missionary settlement near the present site of Tucson. The 
aim of these settlers was to transform this aboriginal 
wilderness into a productive part of New Spain. Spanish- 
Mexican domination continued until the territory was 
purchased by the United States in 185 •̂ The American 
territorial period lasted until 1880, when the completion 
of the Southern Pacific Railroad made better communication 
with the rest of the American territory possible.

With the arrival of the railroad, southern Arizona 
began to develop as a mining and ranching area. Tucson 
became the cultural and economic center of the region and 
even held the seat of territorial government from 1867 to 
1879.5

By 1900, Tucson had a population of 7)531»^ After 
1900 Tucson rapidly became a health resort as easterners 
discovered the winter amenities of the desert. Tucson's 5 6

5. Frank Lockwood states in his Pioneer Days in 
Arizona (New York, 1932) that Tucson was unable to retain 
its position as territorial capital because of its lack of 
civic organization, and the disorderly conduct which 
dominated its daily street life.

6. United States Bureau of the Census, United 
States Census of Population: 1910« Abstract of the Census 
(Washington, D. C ., 1910), p . 65•
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population increased to 13)193 by 1910,  ̂ and to 35)752 by

g1940. The greatest actual increase in population came 
during World War II when aircraft plants, electronics 
industries, and military bases became established in the 
area. Tucson grew from its 1940 population to 45,454 in 
1950 and 212,892 in I960.9 This 1950-1960 increase 
reflects not only the increase in industrialization and 
military importance, but it also represents the annexation 
of populated areas not previously classed as within the 
city of Tucson. In 1950 Pima County"^ had a population of 
l4l, 2l6 and by i960 it increased to 265,660, "*"■*" thus the 
population increase in the same period for the city of 
Tucson does not represent a major influx of new residents.

Tucson today stands in contrast to the Tucson of 
i860 with its adobe dwellings lining crooked, narrow, dirty 
streets. Today's urban landscape is one of mass tract 
housing developments in which each house is surrounded by 
its own yard. There are large shopping centers and paved, 
straight boulevards.

7- Ibid.
8. United States Bureau of the Census, United 

States Census of Population:■ Number of Inhabitants, Arizona, 
Final Report PC(1)-4a (Washington, D. C ~  i960), p . 9 •

9. Ibid.
10. Ibid., p. VII. Pima County population con

sists predominantly Tucson.
11. Ibid., p. 10.
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Upon close inspection the styles of both the 

Spanish-Mexican tradition and the early Anglo-American 
period are still found. Most of these early dwellings have 
been replaced by modern office buildings, apartment houses, 
and motels. The expanding central business district is 
rapidly over shadowing areas dating back to the older 
periods of Tucson's history. Both the Anglo-American and 
the Spanish-Mexican periods provide a chronological frame
work within which the major factors responsible for each 
particular type of development can be discussed. Following 
the discussion of the physical setting and an introduction 
to house type analysis, the use of these two broad periods 
as related to Tucson housing will be fully explained.

The Physical Setting
The development of the material culture of a people

is the result of their appraisal and utilization of an
area. The natural habitat provides some limits to the
amount and variety of materials available, but changes in
the culture of a people will change their value of
resources. "People must operate by their learned experi-

12ences to that date." Natural resources are thus cultur
ally defined. 12

12. Felix Keesing, Cultural Anthropology (New 
York, I960), p. 114.
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X 3Tucson occupies a hot desert (BWh) environment of

southeastern Arizona in which the intensity of summer heat
requires some degree of consideration in the construction
of a shelter. From early June to the middle of September,
afternoon temperatures of above 100 degrees are not 

l4uncommon. The mean highs for June, July, and August are 
99•2, 99*6, and 97•3 degrees respectively. June averages 
28 days of above 90 degree maximums and July and August 
both average 29 days Low relative humidity during the
early summer allows for rapid daytime heating and nocturnal 
cooling thus creating large diurnal ranges during June and 
early July. Increased relative humidity in middle and late 
summer reduces the diurnal range (Table I).

From the middle of July through mid-September moist 
air is drawn in from the Gulf of Mexico because of inten
sive terrestrial heating within the continent. As this 
moist air is heated by terrestrial radiation, or is forced 
to rise over the higher mountains of southeastern Arizona 
cumulonimbus clouds form and thundershowers occur. The

13 • Edward B. Espenshade, Goode * s World Atlas , 12tb 
ed. (Chicago, 1964), pp. 8-9• Climatic chart modified and 
simplified from Koppen by Glenn T. Trewartha.

14. William D . Sellers, Arizona Climates (Tucson, 
i960), Tucson descriptive tables. Climatic tables have no 
pagination. Stations listed in alphabetic order.

15. Ibid.
l6 . Ibid., p. 16.
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Monthly Summary of Temperatures, Tucson, Arizona Showing 
Average Daily Maximum-Minimum, Monthly Mean, Record 

High, and Record Low Temperaturesa

Table I

Month
Daily
Max.

Daily 
Min.

Mo. 
Mean

Record
High Year

Record
Low Year

Jan. 64.7b 35-2 50.0 89 1953 6 1913
F eb. 68.2 37-8 53-0 93 1957 17 1899
Mar. 73-8 41.7 57-8 96 1910 22 1897
Apr. 81.6 47.4 64.5 102 1943 28 1922
May 90.0 54.6 72.4 111 1910 32 1899
June 99.2 64.0 81.6 112 1953 43 1908
July 99-6 72.5 86.1 112 1953 49 1911
Aug. 97-3 70.9 84.2 112 1944 55 1917
Sept. 95.1 64.9 80.0 112 1950 43 1913
Oct. 85.8 52.3 69.0 104 1950 29 1902
Nov. 74.0 41.5 57.8 94 1924 19 1921
Dec. 65.8 36.0 50.9 85 1954 10 1901
YEAR 82.9 51-6 67.3

a. Source: William D . Sellers, Arizona Climate
(Tucson, i960).

b . Temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit.
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arrival of this air aloft by mid-July is evidenced by
towering, white and gray cumulus congestus clouds and by
brilliant displays of lightning. Summer precipitation
accounts for 5•59 of the 10.91 inches of precipitation each 

17year. On rare occasions in late August or early
September, sub-tropical lows aloft bring prolonged rains
from the Pacific c o a s t . S u m m e r  rains often cause damage
to property in low bottom lands along stream courses.
Strong winds and blowing dust may precede such storms and

19often cause more extensive damage than flooding creates.
Tucson's winter weather is mild and comparatively

dry. Winter minimum temperatures below freezing are not
uncommon during the early morning hours (for number of days
of mean minimums below 32 degrees see Table II). Daily
maximums drop sharply from 95*1 in September to 85•8 in
October to ?4.0 in November. December, January, and

20February have average daily maximums in the 60's.
During winter, precipitation comes from the Pacific 

coast in the form of cyclonic disturbances. On occasion 
low pressure centers become stationary over southern 
California because of lingering high pressure over the 17 18 19 20

17. See Table III.
18. Sellers, ojd . cit ♦ , p. 18.
19. H. V. Smith, The Climate of Arizona (Tucson, 

1956), p . 91.
20. See Table I.
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Monthly Summary of Temperature, Tucson, Arizona Showing 
Mean Number of Days of Temperatures Above 90 Degrees 
and 32 Degrees for Maximum Readings, and Temperatures 
Below 32 Degrees and 0 Degrees for Minimum Readings3

Table II

Month
T
Temperature 
Mx. 90+

Temperature 
Mx. below 

32
Temperature 
Min. below 

32
Temperature 
Min. below 

0

Jan. ob 0 13 0 .*.
Feb. *c 0 8 0
Mar. 1 0 3 0
Apr. 5 0 * 0
May 18 0 * 0
June 28 0 0 0
July 29 0 0 0
Aug. 29 0 0 0
Sept. 26 0 0 0
Oct. 11 0 * 0
Nov. * 0 k 0
Dec. 0 0 11 0
YEAR 14? 0 39 0

a. Source: William D . Sellers, Arizona Climate
(Tucson, i960).

b. Temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit.
c. * = Less than one half of the day.
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Precipitation and Relative Humidity Statistics 
for Tucson, Arizona3

Table III

Month
Mean 
Precip.

Greatest 
Daily 
Precip. Year

Est. Mean 
Relative 
Humidity 
6 AM 6 PM

Number of Days 
of Precip. over 

.10 in.

Jan. 0 .85b 2 2.63 1916 70° 43 2
F eb. 0.80 1.23 1930 68 38 2
Mar. 0.70 1.42 1903 55 29 2
Apr. 0.4l 1.10 1952 50 22 1
May 0.19 1.34 1931 39 16 1
June 0.29 1.56 1938 36 18 1
July 2.08 2.36 1950 53 31 5
Aug. 2.09 2.88 1935 67 38 5
Sept. 1.13 2.15 1943 60 34 3
Oct. 0.60 1.64 1902 58 34 1
Nov. 0.84 2.09 1931 57 38 2
Dec. 0.93 2.15 1906 69 49 2
YEAR 10.91 57 32 27

a. Source: William D . Sellers, Arizona Climate
(Tucson, i960).

b . Precipitation in inches.
c. Relative humidity in percentages.
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Great Basin thus bringing prolonged precipitation to 

21Arizona. Because of the infrequent passage of these
storm fronts through southern Arizona, and because of the
domination of descending high pressure winds, there is a

22minimum of cloudiness during winter. If temperatures 
are low snow can occur and it delights most Tucsonans.

During spring and fall precipitation averages just 
over half an inch per month (see Table III). These are 
transitional periods. In fall the Subtropical High moves 
south exposing Arizona to occasional invasions of Pacific 
fronts. During spring the Subtropical High begins to move 
north and blocks further frontal advances. This permits 
relatively clear skies with warm days and cool evenings, 
the latter the result of rapid nocturnal cooling (see 
Table I). Spring and fall are basically warm, dry peri- 
ods.21 22 23

The city of Tucson is located in the middle Santa 
Cruz River valley near the base of the 9,000 foot high 
Santa Catalina Mountains (see regional map on page 12). 
"The Santa Cruz Valley is a typical example of the Basin 
and Range Province of the southwestern United States. 
Northward tending mountain ranges border the broad, flat

21. Sellers, op ♦ edit., p. 38.
22. Ibid., p. 53-
23. Ibid., p. kl.



Figure 1. Regional Map of South-Central Arizona
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Figure 1
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24alluvium filled valleys." The Santa Catalina Mountains

have an east to west trend along the southern slope. This 
east to west trend and the northeast to southwest orienta
tion of the Santa Rita Mountains give the valley an 
elliptical shape (see regional map on page 12). Large 
quantities of detritus washed out of narrow canyons have 
formed long slopes along the base of the Santa Catalina-
Rincon and Santa Rita Mountains and pushed the drainage

25pattern of the valley to the far west side. The result 
is a gently undulating alluvial basin sloping to the north
west and providing much level, undissected land for urban 
expansion. The Santa Cruz River, Rillito Creek, and
Pantano Wash drainage system has become entrenched in the 

26last 75 years. These inner bottom lands are today 
bordered by bluffs up to twenty-five feet high and are 
extremely dangerous places to occupy during the rainy 
season. The entire valley floor exhibits a series of 
gentle terraces (evidence of past periods of erosion) which 
add to its undulating character. Today the numerous small 
washes which join the Santa Cruz-Rillito-Pantano system are 
entrenched from five to twenty-five feet and must be 24 * 26

24. H. C. Schwalen, Ground Water Supplies of Santa 
Cruz Valley of Southern Arizona (Tucson, 1957), pT 2.

25• Yi-Fu Tuan, Pediments of Southeastern Arizona 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles” 1959) , p . 1(T!

26. Schwalen, op. city, p. 3.



bridged in settled areas to avoid the danger of loss of 
life during severe storms. The northwest dip of the valley 
floor channels most of the run-off into Rillito Creek and 
the Santa Cruz River. This prevents flooding of the 
central portion of the city (see contour map of the valley 
on page 15)•

The original site of Tucson was the east bank of
the middle Santa Cruz River (see map on page 12) which,
prior to the last erosional cycle, flowed in a shallow
flood plain that was irrigated and cultivated during

27aboriginal times. The pueblo spread east from the river 
valley to the first terrace, the site of present day Stone 
Avenue. Today modern Tucson occupies most of the east side 
of the valley and suburban areas have developed in the 
foothills of the Santa Catalina and Tucson Mountains.

The surrounding mountains limit the amount of level 
land for future urban expansion, but provide a beautiful 
setting appreciated by valley residents. The Santa 
Catalina-Rincon Mountains rise to a height of over 9,000 
feet and contain stands of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir. 
The lower foothills are covered by a thick growth of palo 
verde trees and giant saguaro cacti. Precipitation is 
higher along these slopes than in the valley and is a

27• Andrew W . Wilson, "Tucson: A Problem in Uses 
of Water," in Aridity and Man by the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science (Washington, 1963)5 p • 484.



Figure 2. Map of Topography & Drainage of the Tucson Area
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contributing factor to the more luxuriant growth. The 
valley floor is covered largely by creosote bush and salt 
brush. If the winter rains are adequate, the valley floor 
and the adjacent foothills show a profusion of colorful 
wildflowers during the early weeks of spring.

Bordering the west side of the valley are the 
Tucson Mountains which rise to elevations slightly under 
4,000 feet. Their slopes are covered with palo verde, 
cholla, ocotillo, and saguaro presenting a vegetation cover 
similar to that of the Santa Catalina foothills.

The riparian vegetation once consisted of thick 
groves of cottonwood, mesquite, and tall grasses. Today 
there are few trees and no grasses along the Santa Cruz 
River. The early needs for locally available wood for fuel 
and building material accelerated stream erosion in the 
eradication of most of these gallery forests.

House Type Classification
A classification of house types can use as its base

any given set of criteria depending upon the purpose of the
29study. The American geographer Derwent Whittlesey used 

the house to reveal the changes in the occupance of an 28 29

28. A. A. Nichol, The Natural Vegetation of 
Arizona (Tucson, 1952), p. 212.

29. Derwent Whittlesey, "Sequent Occupance,"
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 19 
(1929), PP- 162-165.
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30 31area. Men such as J . W. Hoover"^ and Jean Gottman^

discuss the importance of climate and geographic position
as influencing the type of housing style that develops in
one area as opposed to other regions.

32In Joseph Spencer1sv study of house types in
southern Utah the changes in style are catalogued to trace

3 3the filtering in of people and ideas. Robert Finley"^ 
studied the distribution of rural housing types along a 
traverse from the Great Lakes to the Gulf Coast according 
to ground plan, number of stories, and roof form. Age and 
historical implications are not considered in this quanti
tative study. A recent investigation in Los Angeles by 
Robert Brown analyzes the bungalow on the basis of its 
morphology. Roof pitch, number of dormer windoes, and 
porch position are used to subdivide the one basic style 
without any relationship to function or purpose. The study 30 * 32 * 34

30. J. W. Hoover, "House and Villate Types of the 
Southwest as Conditioned by Aridity," Scientific Monthly, 
Vol. 40 (1935), p p . 237-249.

31• Jean Gottman, "Locale and Architecture," 
Landscape, Vol. 7 (1957), PP• 17-26.

32. Joseph Spencer, "House Types of Southern 
Utah," Geographical Review, Vol. 35 (1945), pp♦ 444-457•

33• Robert Finley, "Great Lakes to Gulf Profile 
of Dispersed Dwelling Types," Geographical Review, Vol. 30
(1940), pp. 412-419.

34. Robert Brown, The California Bungalow in Los 
Angeles, A_ Study in Origins and Classification (Los 
Angeles, 1964),unpublished thesis.
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of house types in Louisiana by Fred Kniffen utilizes both 
the morphologic and quantitative approaches and adds 
comments about the historical implications of the field 
work. This study comes closest to being a complete 
analysis of regional housing. None of these studies 
devotes great attention to the cultural heritage of the 
area, nor do they fully discuss the interrelationships 
between the culture and the physical environment. All 
base their classification upon the morphology of the house.

In this study, the purpose of which is to show how 
house types reflect changing occupance and man's changing 
relationship with the physical environment, the basis for 
differentiating between dwelling types is the morphology of 
the structure. The Spanish-Mexican and Anglo-American 
cultural traditions have had sufficient influence on 
Tucson's housing styles that two periods can be recognized. 
These correspond to the two historical periods of political 
and cultural domination by the Latins and the Anglo- 
Americans .

In determining the styles representing the Spanish- 
Mexican period and the early Anglo-American period the 
data used are based partly upon field observation of 
existing remnants. Much of the detailed description for

35• Fred Kniffen, "Louisiana House Types," Annals 
of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 26 (1936), 
pp. 179-193-

3 5
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both periods comes from the archives of the Arizona 
Pioneers' Historical Society. The detail for housing of 
the middle and present Anglo-American periods is also based 
upon field observation and documented sources. All dates 
given in this paper are approximate within a five year 
range and are based upon a compilation of dated photographs 
of local housing, national style trends, interviews with 
local architects, and the use of other library materials.

House Type Classification in Tucson 
The following summary introduces the styles in out

line form and gives approximate dates when these styles 
dominated.

X. The Spanish-Mexican Period, 1776-1860
A . The Flat Roof-Adobe House

The dominant style is the rectangular or box 
shape adobe house with earthen, flat roof and 
recessed doors and windows (see Figure 3)•

XI. The Early Anglo-American Period, 1860-1880
A . The Pitched Roof-Adobe House

The most dominant style is the rectangular adobe 
house with added pitched, shingled, and wood 
roof (see Figure 4).

B . The L or T Shape, Pitched Roof-Adobe House 
The "L" or "T" shape adobe house with pitched 
roof and veranda is found toward the end of the 
period (see Figure 5)•

III. Early Post Railroad Period, 1880-1910
A . The Early Post Railroad Brick House

The most dominant style is the rectangular brick 
house with pitched roof, dormer windows, bay 
windows, tall chimneys, and cut mill-work (see 
Figure 6).
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B . The Early Post Railroad Multi-Floor Apartments 

Two and three floor, brick apartment houses with 
large front or rear verandas are increasingly 
found during the late 1890's (see Figure 7)•

C . The Post Railroad "Gingerbread" House 
Embellished custom brick houses of European 
designs of the 1?-, iStb, and 19^ centuries 
utilize wood for roof, window, and under gable 
trim (see Figure 8).

XV. Early 20& Century Period, 1910-1940
A . The California Bungalow

The California bungalow with low pitched roof and 
wide front verandas is constructed of brick but 
covered with adobe or stucco plaster (see Figure 
9) •

B . The Spanish-Pueblo Bungalow
The Spanish-Pueblo bungalow of rectangular or box 
design has a flat roof, vigas, wall buttressing 
or tile roof trim and is also constructed of 
brick covered with adobe or stucco plaster (see 
Figure 10).

C . The Spanish-Mediterranean and Pueblo Custom House 
The Spanish-Mediterranean and Pueblo custom 
embellished houses, often two floors with a front 
projecting living room, are constructed of the 
same material as the above two types (see Figure 
11) .

V. Post World War XX Period, 1945 to the Present
A . Mass-Produced House

Brick, concrete block, or burnt adobe houses 
exhibit many local vernaculars but are pre
dominantly constructed in large tract develop
ments (see Figure 12).

B . Territorial House
Territorial--flat roof houses constructed of 
brick, adobe, or concrete block and are most 
frequently custom built (see Figure 13)•

C . Apartment House
Apartment house units and high rise apartment 
buildings are constructed of brick, concrete 
block, poured concrete or aluminum siding and are 
of varied design (see Figure l4).
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The Spanish-Mexican. period begins with the creation 

of the Presidio of Tucson in 1776, and extends beyond the 
purchase date of the territory by the United States (185 )̂ 
to approximately the early i8601s at which time American 
population increased sufficiently to begin modifying the 
Spanish-Mexican styles, and creating or importing its own.

The flat roof-adobe houses of the Spanish-Mexican 
period are all characterized by the use of adobe mud, earth 
roofs often supported by mesquite beams, a few deeply 
recessed windows, and the general use of square, rectangular 
or "U" shape floor plans. Figure 3 illustrates a typical 
house of this period as found today with slight modifica
tions .

The Anglo-American period of occupance cannot be 
characterized by any such broad generalizations. It begins 
when imported building materials are used in the Spanish- 
Mexican style as seen in the pitched roof-adobe houses.
This is indicative of a culture (the American) whose 
economic and transportational base was better developed 
than that of the prior group.

Within the Anglo-American period there are eleven 
basic styles each based upon a particular combination of 
plan, size, and use of building materials, and each 
representing expressions of changing values at times 
conditioned by the desert environment.



Figure 3. The Flat Roof-Adobe House of the Spanish- 
Mexican Period, 1776-1860. This example is typical of the 
remaining adobe houses today showing modifications such as 
brick copings, plaster, and utilities.

Figure 4. The Pitched Roof- 
Adobe House of the Early Anglo- 
American Period, 1860-1880.

Figure 5• The "L" or "T" 
Shape, Pitched Roof-Adobe 
House of the Early Anglo- 
American Period, 1860- 
1880
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Figure 4 Figure 5
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Early Anglo-American houses as illustrated in 

Figures 4 and 5 still show the use of adobe. The pitched 
roof-adobe house in Figure 4 shows only the addition of a 
wood and shingle pitched roof to the Spanish-Mexican style 
dwelling. With the arrival of more Americans in the 
l870's, more "L" and "T" shape Midwestern style houses were 
constructed (see Figure 5)•

Shortly after the arrival of the railroad, brick 
began to replace adobe as the dominant construction 
material. Closer communication and greater style 
consciousness are evidenced by three predominant Anglo 
styles, the early post railroad brick house, the early post 
railroad apartment house, and the post railroad gingerbread 
house (see Figures 6, 7? and 8). The majority of the 
houses have front verandas utilizing mill-cut wood banisters 
and pillars. All have pitched roofs cut with dormer 
windows or air vents. Projecting bay windows and tall 
chimneys are also commonly utilized (see Figure 6). Many 
two and three floor apartment houses were constructed to 
house increased population brought about by rapid economic 
development (see Chapter 3)• During this early post 
railroad period several houses indicating individual 
artistic expression were constructed. These overly 
embellished houses of a small, wealthy class have imported 36

36. Information based upon dated photographs of 
individual houses from the archives of the Arizona 
Pioneers' Historical Society, Tucson.



Figure 6 . The Early Post Railroad Brick House of the 
Early Post-Railroad Period, 1880-1910

Figure 7• The Early Post Rail
road Multi-Floor Apartment of 
the Early Post-Railroad Period, 
1880-1910

Figure 8. An Example of 
the Few Remaining Post 
Railroad "Gingerbread" 
Houses of the Early Post- 
Railroad Period, 1880- 
1910
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Figur e 6

Figure 7 Figure 8
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styles modeled after Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, and 
Mediterranean style (see Figure 8).

Tucson's desert climate became recognized for its 
healthful qualities after 1900. Winter visitors and 
permanent residents coming in greater numbers needed 
inexpensive, but attractive housing. The California 
bungalow (see Figure 9) then became the dominant style.

During the late 19201s and through the 1930's, 
people sought to express the early heritage of the South
west through the construction of stucco or adobe covered, 
rectangular, flat roof Spanish-Pueblo bungalows (see Figure 
10). With the exception of larger, custom built houses, 
the majority retained the basic bungalow floor plan.

After World War II, Tucson, like much of the 
nation, experienced rapid growth, urbanization, industrial
ization, and an increase in mass produced housing (see 
Figure 12). There are innumerable variations of style 
today, but all have in common the use of standardized 
construction materials, rectangular or multiple box floor 
plans, gently sloped or flat roofs, incorporated garages or 
car-ports under the main roof, and the use of outdoor 
patios. Style variations include Spanish territorial, New 
England cottage, and numerous other regional types.

Custom architecture of the 20& century represents 
individual expression of a small wealthy class as it did in 
the late 19- century. Figure 11 is expressive of one of



Figure 9. The California Bunga- Figure 10. The Spanish- 
low of the Early Twentieth Pueblo Bungalow of the
Century Period, 1910-1940 Early Twentieth Century

Period, 1910-1940

Figure 11. A Spanish-Mediter
ranean Custom House of the 
Early Twentieth Century Period, 
1910-1940

Figure 12. A Street Lined 
with Mass-Produced Houses 
of the Post World War II 
Period, 19^5 to the 
Present
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Figure 11 Figure 12
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these style variations and illustrates the degree of 
adornment of the exterior surface area of the Spanish- 
Mediterranean type which has been the most dominant of 
these custom styles.

The pocket map at the end of the study, representing 
field observation of style variations, depicts the areal 
patterns of each style period. The growth pattern of 
Tucson can be studied using the map of dwelling styles 
although it is not the concern of this study.



Figure 13* A Territorial House of the Post World War XX 
Period, 19^5 to the Present

Figure l4. An Apartment House of the Post World War II 
Period, 19^5 to the Present
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Figure 13

Figure l4



CHAPTER 2

THE SPANISH-MEXICAN PERIOD, 1776-1860

The use of adobe mud is widespread throughout the
world's arid lands which lack sufficient wood for construe- 

37tion. Adobe construction techniques universally found
oftinclude plastering the mud over a wattle frame, puddling,J

or shaping the adobe into bricks. Archaeological evidence
from Eurasia and North Africa proves the use of adobe to

39be several thousand years old.  ̂ The actual place or 
places of origin are as yet unknown.

In the Colorado Plateau and the Rio Grande valley 
of North America aboriginal horticulturalists utilized 
adobe for the construction of dwellings long before the 
first Spanish explorers came in the 1540's. Their villages 
consisted of clusters of rectangular houses (constructed of 
either stones fitted together with thin adobe mud, or adobe 
puddled slowly upward to form a wall) built around 37 38 *

37. Nomadic people do not utilize adobe for 
dwellings except where permanent camps exist. See Hoover, 
op. city, p . 237•

38. Puddled construction is the practice of 
forming the walls by layering wet adobe mixed with small 
twigs and stones rather than using a pre-construeted frame.

39• V . Gordon Childe, Man Makes Himself (New York, 
1951)5 pp• 59-86.

29
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ceremonial chambers. This pattern still is found in many 
present day Pueblo villages. The Pueblo Indian considers 
his dwelling as only a shelter. The simplicity of the 
unadorned houses as opposed to the detail of his pottery 
and ceremonial objects further indicates the validity of 
this view even today.̂

The Spanish colonists who penetrated the Rio Grande 
valley from Mexico observed a type of aboriginal construc
tion not unlike that utilized in Spain where the adobe 
house was introduced by the Moors. The Spanish possessed 
a technology superior to that of the Pueblo people, however, 
the major difference in the two housing types is the result 
of the attitude of the respective builder towards the 
dwelling. The Spanish believe that the house is a family 
retreat from outside activities in which fountains, 
gardens, tile floors and wood carving add to both the 
comfort and the beauty of the structure. Because of 
infrequent trade with Mexico, the early colonists utilized 
local material to express their cultural heritage. Pine 
beams and pillars were used to support the gallery roof and 
tamped earth replaced fired tile floors. Pueblo building 
practices such as wall buttressing were also utilized.
This combination of Pueblo and Spanish styles produced a 4

4o. J. B . Jackson, "Pueblo Architecture and Our 
Own," Landscape, Vol. 3 (1953-5^)i PP• 20-25•



dwelling that was later to be revived by Americans during 
the 1920's as the Santa Fe school of architecture.

Spanish-Mexican Settlement in the 
Santa Cruz Valley, 1700-185^

In 1700 Father Eusebio Francisco Kino, a Jesuit
missionary, established a mission at the Sobaipuri village
of Bac (nine miles south of downtown Tucson, see regional
location map). Spanish settlement of the fertile, well
irrigated valley increased during the early l8tb century and
a presidio was founded in 1753 at Tubac (forth-five miles
south of Tucson in the upper Santa Cruz River valley) to
protect colonists against hostile Indians who frequently

4lraided the valley.
This northern frontier of Mexico held little 

significance to the Spanish Crown until after Lt. Colonel 
Juan Bautista de Anza explored a route from Tubac to San 
Francisco in 177^« Increased settlement north of San 
Xavier del Bac and the opening of this new route of 
communication necessitated a reappraisal of the northern 
frontier. In 1776 the Spanish military command established 
a new garrison nine miles north of Bac, the Presidio of San 
Augustin del Tucson.

The presidio of Tucson occupied an area 750 feet 
square. The walls were seven feet high and three feet *

(fcl. Frank Lockwood, Tucson, The Old Pueblo 
(Phoenix, 1930), p. 55-

31
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thick. There was one gate constructed of heavy mesquite
timbers which faced west onto the El Camino Real (the royal
military road). The houses, stables, and barracks of the
garrison lined the inside of the walls. Their roofs sloped
down to the central plazas. "Very few of the houses had
windows, most were completely enclosed like storehouses.
Some had doors that were made of brush and saguaro ribs

42tied with rawhide." Limited trade was conducted to 
provide military supplies and food. All building material 
had to be obtained locally. The Spanish here, as in the 
Rio Grande, constructed simple dwellings in a similar 
fashion to the local Indians. In the Tucson area this 
consisted of mud and wattle construction with adobe 
reserved for more permanent structures.

The influx of Americans on their way to the gold 
discoveries in California after 1849 stimulated commercial 
activities in Tucson. The presidio walls no longer could 
contain its increasing population. People began to build 
south and west of the wall. New houses constructed outside 
the presidio walls maintained the same basic simplicity as 
those inside. The increase in commerce was in the hands of 
a few merchants who only imported items that could be sold 
at high profits, not bulky furniture or building supplies. 42

42. Cameron Greenleaf, "Tucson-Historic Synopsis," 
Arizoniana. Vol. 3 (1962), p. 21.



The construction of such an adobe house took only 
a few days but the preparation of the bricks took several 
weeks. The adobe clay was first mixed with straw which 
acted as a binder. Ash or lime was added to make it less

43susceptible to erosion. The mixture was then molded into
44bricks and allowed to dry for several weeks. The out

lines of the outer walls were drawn on the ground. This 
was then excavated to a depth of several inches, and to a 
width of two or three feet. The ground surrounding the 
excavation was sloped away from the interior so as to keep 
water from soaking under the wall after construction.̂  If 
a stone foundation was utilized this served to protect the 
lower wall surface.

The walls were built up to a height of seven or 
eight feet before the roof beams were set in place. The 
mortar used was a thin adobe mud. The roof beams were 
placed on top of the wall and then the wall was built up 
around them to form a ledge thus providing roof top living 
and storage space behind a protective wall. The roof was

43. William Lumpkins, La Casa Adobe (Santa Fe,
1961), p. 4.

44. Carey Holbrook, "The Marvel of Mud," New 
Mexico, Vol. l6 (1938), pp. 12-15•

45. Mary Orr, "Buildings Made of Mud," New Mexico, 
Vol. 13 (1935), pp. 16+.
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formed by laying small poles or limbs over the beams and
46covering them with eight inches to two feet of earth.

No other covering was utilized to protect the roof. The
earth covering was firmly tamped and sloped towards the
center thus the roof could be drained of rain water.
Canales were inserted to drain the run-off from two or more

4?portions of the roof. They were usually over eighteen 
inches long so as to avoid the splashing of water on the 
walls. The torrential rains of summer were less destruc
tive to the roof than the infrequent winter storms which 
would bring slow, penetrating rain.

The interior of the house consisted of one or two
rooms with earth floors. Windows were few. Doors opened

48directly onto the street. The house was furnished only 
with essentials either fashioned from mesquite wood or 
brought by the colonists from Mexico.

This simple type of dwelling served as a shelter 
from rain. Its thick walls and tamped earth roof reduced 
summer discomfort by screening out hot air and radiant or 
reflected heat. The Pima and Papago Indians of this area 46 * 48

46. Sanborn Map Company, Tucson, Pima County, 
Arizona, 1886 (New York, 1886), p. 1.

4?. For illustrations of canales see Lumpkins,
op. cit.

48. Sanborn Map Company, Tucson, Pima County, 
Arizona, 1883 (New York, 1883), see any map of this 
portfolio.
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obtained shelter by using mud and wattle structures and 
open air ramadas that allowed for continuous air circula
tion which is another means of reducing summer discomfort. 
The Spanish settlers adopted the use of the ramada for 
outdoor cooking, but retained the use of the solidly 
constructed adobe dwelling. This style of adobe house 
construction represents a blending of Spanish traditions 
with those of the Pueblo Indians prior to the first Spanish 
settlement in the Santa Cruz River valley. This blend 
produced a simple box-shape structure of adobe walls 
supporting a tamped earth roof. Vigas projecting beyond 
the walls and buttressing of walls show Pueblo influence 
while use of adobe in brick form, windows, and doors show 
Spanish influence, as does the use of the fireplace.
Through long Moorish influence in Spain, adobe was adopted 
as the primary construction material, especially in the 
hot, dry central Meseta region. In the Southwest where 
summer is hot and generally dry, winter is cool, and adobe 
is locally available the conditions parallel central Spain. 
No major change in building practices was necessary.
Because of great distances from the interior of Mexico and 
the constant threat of hostile Apache attacks, household 
furnishings, tile floors, heavily carved and ornate doors 
and window grill could not be imported. Southwestern 
housing appears to be impoverished as viewed in relation 
to Spain or the central plateau of Mexico.



Only one known house from the original presidio 
remains today. This residence at l4l North Main Avenue 
has been remodeled and has lost its original character. 
Many early dwellings formed a basic shell to which modifi 
cations were slowly added as the living standards and 
communications increased.



CHAPTER 3

THE EARLY ANGLO-AMERICAN PERIOD, 1860-1880

Each group that occupies an area imprints into the
landscape evidence of its evaluation of the natural
resources and of the group's technological ability. Over
a period of time the evidence accumulates and can be used
to measure the transformation of the area from one type of

Aqcultural landscape to another. Whittlesey states that 
"Human occupance, like other biotic phenomena, carries 
within itself the seed of its own transformation."

The increasing American population in Tucson began 
to slowly make itself visible through changes in the 
character of the housing. These changes in housing were 
slowly brought about by the introduction of new ideas 
carried by Anglo arrivals and by more extensive processing 
of local raw materials.

It was the planned construction of a railroad 
through the southern desert to the Pacific coast that 
motivated the Gadsen Purchase of 185 .̂ The transfer of 
present day southern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico 
to the United States ended over 150 years of Spanish- 
Mexican control. American settlers had to contend with

^9• Whittlesey, op. cit., p. 162.
37



continued Apache raids which necessitated the establishment 
of several military garrisons. The Civil War, which began 
shortly after the United States acquired the territory, 
necessitated withdrawal of all troops in Arizona. The 
Apache interpreted this as a sign of their victory over the 
white man. From i860 until military bases were reestablished 
in 1864, all trade ceased and Tucson became an isolated 
community surrounded by aboriginal hostility.

Tucson remained essentially a dusty, squalid adobe 
pueblo for many years after the Civil War. The military 
withdrawal had a negative affect upon Tucson's growth as it 
took several additional years to crush Apache raids and 
open the area for settlement. In 1866, John Spring, a 
United States soldier described Tucson by saying,

The buildings that deserve the name of houses 
were of adobe with flat roofs. Those of the 
poorer class of Mexicans were of Mesquite poles 
and the longer wands of the candlewood, the 
chinks being filled with mud plaster. The doors 
of many houses consisted of raw hides stretched 
over rough frames, the windows being apertures 
in the walls barred with upright sticks stucktherein.50

As settlement of southeastern Arizona increased 
during the 18701s, the city of Tucson began to change. In 
1872 the city council paid the federal government 1,600 
dollars for a patent to four sections of land to which they 
issued deeds. The council approved the laying out of 50

38

50. Lockwood, op. city , p . 330•
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future streets in a grid pattern to eliminate the spread of 
unplanned g r o w t h . L o t s  of 66 feet by 184.8 feet were 
sectioned off. The grid pattern was laid out from the 
northeastern corner of the city (the present corner of 
First Street and First Avenue).

American Changes to the Adobe House
It is not possible to know if the Americans who 

began to build in the traditional style of the humid east 
were aware that maximum summer comfort depended upon the 
use of certain building materials and construction prac
tices. The adobe house with a flat, thick, earth roof, and 
thick walls with very few windows stays cool during summer. 
Adobe is dense and has a low diffusivity. It is slow to
heat up at great depths and gives off what warmth it has

52stored up when no further energy is applied. During a
long summer day the walls and earth roof do not heat 
sufficiently beyond 18 inches to increase the interior room 
temperature.

The flat roof, rectangular adobe house which 
dominated Tucson prior to the coming of the railroad in 
1880, lacked ventilation which may have created a damp, 
musty atmosphere in winter. Increased transportation, the * 52

51• Ibid., p. 57•
52. Douglas Lee, Physiological Objectives in Hot 

Weather Housing (Washington, D. C ., 1953), p* 13*
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availability of wood for doors and shutters made it 
possible to have windows to allow sunlight to enter during 
winter and to keep it out during summer.

The importation of lumber also made possible the 
construction of the pitched roof which was at first applied 
to existing houses to eliminate the need for repairing the 
earth roof. Later, houses were constructed without the 
underlying earth roof. A house with a wood roof and many 
windows allows the entry of more radiant and reflected 
heat. A pitched roof exposes more surface area to direct 
insolation. The air space between the peak of the pitch 
and the inner ceiling has to be well ventilated as air does 
not act as an insulator. Uneven heating of air produces 
convectional currents which circulate the air thus 
transfering the heat from the roof to the ceiling.
Despite these possible drawbacks, pitched roofs continued 
to be utilized. By the 18701s, the pitched roof combined 
with a more open floor plan patterned after the Midwestern

54farm house becomes increasingly common.
The Midwestern farm house incorporates a floor plan 

based upon separate living, dining and sleeping quarters 
grouped around a central hall. There are often two wings

53• Ibid., p. 42.
5̂ t« Evidence of such change can be seen in the 

documented photographs at the Arizona Pioneers' Historical 
Society, Tucson.
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to the house giving it an "L" or "T" shape. Bedrooms 
occupy one -wing and the living-dining area and kitchen 
occupy the other. The entrance is reached through a small 
porch normally placed close to the junction of the two 
wings (see Figure 15)•

One can see from the evidence of style change that 
increased communication enabled the Anglo-Americans to 
begin importing some building materials and build in the 
styles of the eastern United States. This rapidly caused 
the Spanish-Mexican styles to decline in favor.

Such a rapid style change poses the question of 
climatic adversity. Is the summer heat so oppressive as 
to be of primary consideration in the construction of a 
house? Summer in the Tucson desert is not as potentially 
uncomfortable as in the more humid Midwestern or Atlantic 
coast portions of the United States. The intense heat is 
often uncomfortable during the day, but rapid nocturnal 
cooling lowers the evening temperatures an average of 15 
degrees. During the summer rainy period (July and August) 
occasional increases in humidity will prevent this 
nocturnal cooling and create added discomfort.

From the modifications found on early Anglo- 
American housing it appears that early settlers found the 
dry desert summer to necessitate some changes to increase 
interior comfort. It does not appear that the desert 
summer was found to be more debilitating than summer heat



Figure 15• The "L" Shape, Pitched Roof-Adobe House of the 
Early Anglo-American Period, 1860-1880. The two houses in 
this picture are an example of the Midwest farm house style 
which was first expressed in adobe. In both houses notice 
that the entrance is at the junction of the two wings, and 
covered by a veranda roof.
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Figure 15



experienced in many other parts of the nation, but only to 
be different in nature.

The Spanish and Mexican residents of the area 
continued to utilize adobe, a construction material well 
suited to the desert summers, but also a material that was 
part of their culture complex. The Anglo-American arrivals 
possessed a culture complex of humid eastern United States 
and predominantly northwest European origin. These are 
areas of humid climate in which steeply pitched roofs, wood 
and brick walls and numerous windows are preferable.

In such humid, cold winter environments the use of 
large windows permits the infrequent winter sun to warm the 
interior of the dwelling. In summer when high humidity 
often creates extreme discomfort windows permit the circula
tion of air which helps to cool the often stuffy rooms.
From the continued use of such large windows in Tucson it 
appears that Anglo settlers found the sun welcome. During 
winter the dry morning air is often cold, but the direct 
rays of the sun help to warm the interior of the house 
rather quickly. The high percentage of clear summer days 
permits more intense insolation, but the use of wide roof 
overhangs and verandas helps to eliminate a potential 
element of discomfort.

The pitched roof, which no doubt originally was 
developed to shed heavy rain or snow, has become a part of 
the Anglo-American cultural tradition. In desert areas



where solar insolation is more intense, and rain less 
frequent, the pitched roof appears to be ill suited to 
protect the residents from heat unless compensated for by 
the addition of air vents to increase circulation in the 
attic area.

A few simple modifications to the new styles appear 
to have offered an acceptable substitute of more light, 
space and familiarity of design for the possible greater 
insulating qualities of the adobe. It is concluded from 
field observation of housing styles in Tucson that early 
American residents did not find the summer heat their 
dominant concern. Investigation of the same problem in 
cities farther west, in the driest and hottest portions of 
the desert, also points to a dominance of the same early 
Anglo styles. If the summer heat was of major concern when 
Anglos settled desert areas, then such cities as Yuma and 
Needles would show drastic style changes. Like Tucson, 
these cities do not show any significant alterations to the 
humid-land Anglo styles.

Present Distribution of Adobe Houses
The present distribution of adobe houses suggests 

Tucson as it was before 1880. Many structures have been 
condemned by the expansion of the downtown. The highest 
concentration of old, adobe houses is found in the 392 acre 
area bounded by Stone-Sixth Avenue on the east, the Freeway
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on the west, Congress Street on the north and 22nd Street
on the south. Most of the structures today have corrugated
iron roofs, window glass and screen doors. Most are
plastered and whitewashed so that their original character
and age cannot be seen. In 1961, it was reported that 200
out of the 1,500 structures in this area were vacant; 98.8
percent were considered as sub-standard under the city
building code, and 40 percent were without the facility of

55inside toilets. Many adobe houses exist on north Meyer 
Street and north Main Avenue but the expansion of public 
uses has replaced many of them.

North of the railroad tracks there are numerous 
adobe houses of both Spanish-Mexican and Anglo styles.
All, however, were built after the coming of the railroad 
in 1880.^ West of the Santa Cruz River and scattered 
through the north and east portions of Tucson are old adobe 
houses. These represent ranch and farm houses of settlers 
who ventured beyond the confines of the town limits. 55 56

55. Tucson Urban Renewal Office, Urban Renewal; 
Teamwork of Private Enterprise and Government for Slum

Clearance and Redevelopment of the Old Pueblo District 
(Tucson, 1961), p . 13.

56. Evidence based upon dated photographs of 
Tucson taken from UAU Mountain. These photographs are in 
the files of the University of Arizona Library, Special 
Collections Division.



CHAPTER 4

THE EARLY POST-RAILROAD PERIOD, 1880-1910

The railroad reached Tucson from the west in i860.̂  
It was not, however, until March, l88l, that the first 
transcontinental passenger service began to operate. The 
Arizona (weekly) Star proclaimed that the whole social 
fabric would be changed by the start of rail service.̂

The final surrender in 1886, of the last band of 
59Apache led by Geronimo ended the last vestige of the 

frontier. The economic potential of the area's mineral 
resources and grazing lands had long been recognized but 
the lack of reliable transportation and the danger of Indian 
attack hindered the development of the Arizona territory.

The railroad made it possible to tap some of the 
resources of the area for profitable sale in eastern 
markets. In return, the railroad brought Arizona manu
factured goods and news of national political and social 
activity. Industrialization in the east created many pre
cut and sized building materials such as window sash, door * 24

57• Lockwood, o£. city, p . 88.
58. "The Southern Overland," Arizona Star, March

24, 1881, p. 1 .
59• Frank Lockwood, The Apache Indians, (New York,1938), p. 360.
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frames, balloon house frames, porch pillars and banisters. 
In addition, fancy shingles, scroll-cut wood and other 
ornaments were being produced.̂  This mass production of 
building material and the facilities of rail transportation 
made it possible for western towns to construct dwellings 
similar to those in the eastern, industrial heart of the 
nation.

Photographs of Tucson a few years after the comple
tion of the railroad show the increased use of imported 
building materials.̂  The question can be raised as to 
whether the railroad's completion and the availability 
of new building materials are the only factors responsible 
for the rapid increase in the use of these new styles.
As was pointed out in Chapter 3, Americans were accustomed 
to living in dwellings quite different in style from those 
of the Spanish and Mexican people. The first Americans 
settling in Tucson hardly had time to culturally adapt 
their living conditions to the Spanish-Mexican traditions 60 61

60. See Russell Lynes, The Domesticated Americans 
(New York, 1963) for a complete discussion of the use of 
mass-produced ornamentation.

61. Photographs from the files of the Arizona 
Pioneers' Historical Society, Tucson and the University of 
Arizona Library, Special Collections Division.
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when increased transportation supplied eastern finished
62materials which the Americans admired.

Who were these early Americans that settled in 
Tucson and other western cities? Many were eastern and 
midwestern Americans of several generations, but a good 
number were immigrants to the United States. Europeans of 
all nationalities possessing varied skills came to the east 
coast and assimilating into the industrial complex, adding 
their owii ideas and customs to the cultural traditions of 
their new homeland. Both the immigrant and the American 
sought new opportunities out west. The railroads often 
offered cheap fares or parcels of land to anyone who 
desired to move west. Thus the railroad acted to dis
seminate this complex mass of ideas and culture traits 
throughout the vast west.̂

Houses of the 1880-1910 Period
The average house of this period is a simplified 

version of the ornate styles of Victorian England and the 
eastern United States where rich industrialists were 
building highly embellished mansions of various Medieval 62 63

62. Had these early American settlers not been 
supplied with building materials and ideas from the eastern 
United States it is possible that they would have utilized 
the Spanish-Mexican traditions and building materials and 
created a type of house that would have blended Anglo 
traditions with Spanish-Mexican traditions.

63. Lynes, oja. cit. , p. 49.
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and Renaissance styles. The large veranda with ornate 
pillars, scroll-cut eaves, mill-cut banisters and bay 
windows appears to typify even the smaller houses of large 
urban centers (see Figure 17)• The popularity of the 
veranda seems to be due to the lack of garden space in the 
industrial cities. It soon became a style tradition even 
in rural areas.

The cities of the west had no prior style remnants 
of the Federal or Greek Revival periods as they were 
founded and developed, for the most part, during this 
"Victorian" period. Being farther away from the east where 
this style originated, the influence became weakened. The 
intent and desire to copy existed very strongly in the 
west, but craftsmen and architects were not always avail
able. Style manuals gave intricate detail and diagrams but 
local carpenters and masons were often illiterate. The 
high cost of brick and pre-cut mill-work in great quantities 
necessary to complete every detail could only be met by a 
few, except in those areas served by the railroad. Thus 
what was a common vernacular became the unusual. Tucson 
saw a rapid change from local style patterns to greater 
conformity with national trends. At first only minor style 
changes were possible as seen in Chapter 3 through the 
introduction of the "L" and "T" shape floor plan and the 
pitched roof. Once linked to the east by the railroad, the



Figure l6. In the Early 1880 * s a Few Row Houses Were 
Constructed to House Several Families on a Minimum of Land 
These houses utilize the basic style elements of the early 
post railroad brick house.

Figure 17* An Example of the Occasional Heavy Use of Mill 
work on the Early Post Railroad Brick House of the Early 
Post Railroad Period, 1880-1910.
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demand for building material could be met and style 
consciousness became a major factor.

The variation in style found in Tucson during this 
period is expressed by the number of crests to the roof, 
the size and position of the veranda, the use or absence of 
bay windows and the degree of ornamentation of surface 
areas. Figures l8 through 21 show four basic styles that 
dominate this period. These variations only exemplify 
the variety of styles available for people to choose from 
and thus in themselves do not indicate any change in the 
occupance structure or in the people's relationship with 
the environment. The entire period, however, indicates the 
stimulus more efficient transportation can be to style 
change. It is quite possible that the American settlers 
would have continued to blend their traditions with those 
of the Spanish and Mexican tradition had the railroad not 
made it easy to import goods and new ideas.

The first pitched roofs added to existing adobe 
dwellings brought about functional as well as style change. 
The formerly exposed earth roof no longer needed to be 
repaired as in the past. It also acted as an insulator, 
keeping the interior of the dwelling from receiving con
ducted heat from the pitched roof. When the pitched roof 
began to be used on dwellings without an underlying earth 
roof the Anglo tried to ameliorate high temperatures by 
ventilating the attic area. Many Tucson homes contain air
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Figure 18. "L" Shape House
With Two Roof Crests.

Figure 19• Box Shape 
House With a Hip Roof 
and "L" Shape Porch.

Figure 20. The Elongated "L" 
Shape House With a Brick 
Veranda.

Figure 21. Box Shape 
House With a Hip Roof and 
an Arch Enclosed Porch.
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Figure l8 Figure 19

Figure 20 Figure 21



vents placed under open eaves and covered with fancy grills 
or small wood rosettes (see Figure 22). The most suc
cessful type of ventilation was the top opening through 
which air circulation was permitted. This was achieved by 
the use of an opening in the roof crest which was surmounted 
by a small roof thus leaving an open space (see Figure 23)• 
When combined with the under eave opening it provides 
complete circulation which prevents a hot air blanket from 
developing.

The use of stone or cement foundations became 
necessary in this area of thick alluvium with the increased 
use of brick for walls. Adobe is not as heavy per cubic 
inch as brick and thus could be built without strong under
pinning. Since Portland cement was expensive and not 
locally available, volcanic tuff and limestone, available 
in the Tucson Mountains, were utilized (see Figure 24).

Brick houses were not built with thick walls as 
were the Spanish-Mexican adobe dwellings. Although brick 
and adobe both have similar insulating qualities, the 
greater expense of brick precludes the construction of 
thick walls. The many windows found in houses of this 
period are not deeply recessed by reason of the walls not 
being thick. The popular bay window projects outward
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Figure 22. The Early Post Railroad Brick House of the Early 
Post Railroad Period, 1880-1910 Showing the Utilization of 
the Under Gable Air Vent.

Figure 23• A House of the Same Style Utilizing the Roof 
Top Air Vent.
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Figure 23



Figure 24. Early Post Railroad Houses 
Railroad Period, 1880-1910 Showing the 
Tuff Foundation.

of the Early Post 
Use of a Volcanic

Figure 25. A Sleeping Porch 
Enclosed Under the Main Roof 
of an Early Post Railroad 
House of the Early Post Rail
road Period, 1880-1910.

Figure 26. Paseo Redondo 
in the Paseo Redondo Area, 
Close to the Santa Cruz 
River. Underground water 
close to the surface per
mits the growth of luxuriant 
vegetation.
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allowing in more insolation (see Figure 1 9 ) • Such 
construction practices are practical in the winter but less 
so in summer when the house is exposed to more insolation 
and to the invasion of hot air. Although the numerous 
windows permit air circulation through the house, the thin 
walls and roof pass radiant heat to the interior. Thus 
indoor sleeping during the summer period could be very 
uncomfortable. To provide nocturnal comfort, sleeping 
porches or rooms were added. These sleeping areas, gen
erally screened, are found attached to the rear of the 
dwellings or often built under the roof of the main 
structure (see Figure 25)• In 1884, the American Public 
Health Association inaugurated a campaign to educate p ople 
on the danger of dust and germ breeding in the cloistered 
atmosphere of houses furnished with thickly padded, horse
hair sofas, heavy draperies and a clutter of antiques and 
p i c t u r e s T h e  national acceptance of this advice 
fostered the development of the sleeping porch throughout 
the nation, and reinforced its use in the Southwest.

The climate of Tucson has hotter temperatures and 
lower relative humidity than the eastern portion of the 
United States. It was in the cooler, more humid east that 64

64. The bay window is ideal in cold climates such 
as New England as it allows every possible amount of 
insolation to penetrate the interior.

65• Lynes, op. cit., p. 249•



the housing styles found in Tucson at this time originated. 
Although the Tucson climate is quite different from what 
the Anglo had been accustomed to, no major changes in the 
style of Anglo houses are found. The few modifications 
found are primarily for the purpose of increasing air 
circulation in the attic and point to a minor consideration 
of the climate.

57

Evidence of Tucson's Growth
The original site of Tucson was chosen partly 

because of accessibility to water. As the windmill and 
later the city water company^ eliminated the need for 
riparian proximity, houses began to appear farther east of 
the river than previously.^ However, those who desired 
more luxuriant surroundings remained close to the river 
(see Figure 26). With increasing commercial importance 
stimulated through the opening of southern Arizona by the 
railroad and the cessation of Indian hostilities, sections 
of the city south and east of the old pueblo began to be 
developed.

The growth of Tucson during this period is evident 
by the use of apartment houses and the construction of

66. Bernice Cosulich, Tucson (Tucson, 1953)ip. 100.
6?• In 1886, 160 acres were donated for the new 

territorial university. This tract, two miles east of the 
railroad, became the focal point of new residential 
development after the opening of the school in 1891.
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many individual, large dwellings. The first apartment

68houses appear between 1896 and 1901. Tucson had many 
transient residents because it was a railroad division 
point and trade center for the vast mining and ranching 
areas of southern Arizona. Engineers, porters and other 
railroad employees often had several days between assign
ments. Geologists and miners often brought their families 
to Tucson while they spent months in the field. None of 
these people had use for a permanent house since their stay 
of residence was short. The apartment house provided 
temporary lodging for these residents. The floor plan of 
most consists of a through hall which cuts each floor in 
half. Apartments or rooms are arranged on either side and 
large sleeping porches are provided. The use of a center 
hall gives the building a symmetric appearance (see Figures 
27 and 28).

Numerous large, ornate houses reflect the growth of 
a wealthy segment of Tucson's population stimulated by the 
city's commercial activities. The principal style of these 
large houses during the 1890's is a combination of Gothic 
pointed windows, ornate "Victorian" verandas, Renaissance 
quions and often a tall tower or turret similar to the 
mansions of Philadelphia, New York or Chicago (see Figure 68

68. Sanborn Map Company, Tucson, Pima County, 
Arizona. 1896, and Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, 1901 (New York, 1896 and 190lll



Figure 2?. An Early Post Rail
road Multi-floor Apartment with 
Symmetric Design but Lacking a 
Central Hall.

Figure 28. Another Example 
of the Symmetric Design 
Utilized in the Construc
tion of an Early Post Rail
road Multi-floor Apartment 
House. In this building 
apartments are arranged on 
either side of a central 
hall.

Figure 29* An Example of the 
Early Post Railroad "Ginger
bread" House Utilizing Roman 
or Greek Style.

Figure 30. An Example of 
the Early Post Railroad 
"Gingerbread" House Utiliz
ing Mediterranean Style.
The use of ceramic tile 
roofs and arcaded porch or 
gallery became more popular 
by 1930.
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Figure 29 Figure 30
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8). A few residents felt the urge to express their taste 
in the classic style of the Greek and Roman period which 
had been very popular in the United States between l84o and 
i860. Figure 29 illustrates one of the few remaining 
examples of this style.

By 1900, the style of the Mediterranean villa 
became the most desired style for large, expensive houses 
because of an increasing interest in southern Europe by 
America's wealthy class. Besides being attractive in its 
simplicity, the Mediterranean style is functional in a 
desert climate. The brick walls are plastered with stucco 
thus adding extra thickness. Windows are generally 
recessed. The veranda is often replaced by a gallery 
shaded by thick arches. The roof generally has a single 
crest, slopes gently and is often covered with ceramic tile 
which has the advantage of high heat reflectivity (see 
Figure 30). This basic style has been utilized throughout 
the 20tii century and is quite evident in the Spanish-Pueblo 
bungalows of the 1930's as will be seen later.



CHAPTER 5

THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY PERIOD, 1910-1940 
PART Is THE CALIFORNIA BUNGALOW

As a result of increasing agriculture and mining 
activities after 1900, Tucson became southeastern Arizona's 
leading economic center. Tucson's most important asset 
after 1900 which, like a magnet, drew more people, created 
more jobs and brought more industry, was the dry, clear 
desert atmosphere. Once feared by travelers as an inferno, 
the desert became an important health resort during the 
early 20ib century as doctors prescribed warm, dry climates 
for people with respiratory difficulties.

The rapidity with which Tucson became recognized as 
a desirable resort is reflected in newspaper accounts about 
the shortage of housing and the real estate boom which 
occurred. "The building boom in Tucson continues.
According to the building permit book there were issued

69during April #20,000 in permits for residences." "There 
is still a scarcity of houses, even though a number of 
people from the east have returned home. This indicates 
that in addition to being a popular resort Tucson has a 69

69. Unidentified clipping from the Tucson Daily Citizen, April 7, 1931.
61
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large population engaged in business. The El Paso
Herald noted in 1927 that, "Tucson promotes its climate
and has subsisted upon it. It has mining and agriculture

71but not enough to support its present population." The 
national depression of 1929 partly injured Tucson's 
economic base but federal construction projects and 
tourists who survived the depression helped to sustain the 
local economy. Through the recovery period of the 1930's, 
Tucson's continuous advertising campaign helped keep 
tourists and health seekers coming.

The California Bungalow in Tucson
The acceptance of a new style in Tucson, the

California bungalow, becomes evident between 1900 and 1910
72from an analysis of documented photographs.' As a unit, 

the bungalow represents both a change in the peoples' 
relationship with the environment and a change in the 
social and economic position of Tucson. As mentioned 
previously, Anglo-Americans found that it was possible to 
build in humid land styles with a minimum of modification. 
The attitude towards the environment appears to have been 70 71 72

70. Unidentified clipping from the Tucson Daily 
Citizen, April 24, 1931•

71. The El Paso Herald, Special Tucson Supplement, 
September 16, 1927.

72. Photographs from the files of the Arizona 
Pioneers' Historical Society, Tucson, special collection

Photographs from the early 20'! century period.
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one of "let's transplant our old patterns into this new, 
arid environment." With increased westward migration by 
those seeking the healthful amenities, local chambers of 
commerce and business groups began to promote the climate 
and freedom from winter snows. This led to increased 
numbers of visitors and permanent residents needing to be 
housed. Because of rapid increases in population and the 
increased demand for inexpensive housing builders inten
sified the construction of the bungalow.

To further understand this rather rapid adoption 
of the bungalow it is necessary to briefly investigate the 
origin and nature of the style. The typical California 
bungalow is a low, single story, five or six room structure 
of shingle, board and batten or clapboard construction.
The roof has a shallower pitch than houses of the period, 
and the ends of the supporting rafters are extended beyond 
the wall from 12 inches to two feet. The structure often 
has casement windows and an outside chimney stack. The 
porch is either under the main roof or independent of it. 
Stream washed boulders, wood, brick or cement columns are 
used to support the tie beams of the porch (see Figure 31)• 
The virtue of this style is that it reduces the cost of 
housing through the use of a design that is more compact

73• Hoover, op. cit., p . 246.



Figure 31. A California Bungalow of the Early Twentieth 
Century Period, 1910-1940 in Tucson. In this figure the 
post and lintel porch, the shallow roof pitch and the use 
of stream material for the fireplace is seen.

Figure 32. A California 
Bungalow in Tucson With the 
Post and Lintel Porch. This 
is the least expensive type 
of porch construction.

Figure 33• A California 
Bungalow in Tucson With 
an Elaborate Form of the 
Post and Lintel Porch.
In this type the portico 
rests directly upon the 
columns.
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Figure 31

Figure 32 Figure 33



than the floor plan of houses built during the previous 
period.

The Craftsman Magazine featured an article in 1909
which discusses the possible origin of the California

74bungalow. It states that many of the orchard growers 
seeking opportunity in California's mild winter climate 
were forced to erect barn-like structures until they could 
realize enough capital to construct a larger house. This 
provided adequate shelter in such a climate and eventually 
came to be appreciated for it allowed an atmosphere of 
casual living. It is believed that these structures and 
the more ornate, custom houses of local builders eventually 
influenced each other and the end result was the California 
bungalow, an inexpensive house serving as adequate shelter.

The use of wood for construction in Tucson (as was 
the case in California)'J was precluded by the extreme 
loss of moisture which occurs in wood subjected to dry 
climatic conditions, and by the ravages of termites.74 * 76 To

65

74. Brown, op. city, p . 20.
75• Stucco was not utilized in southern California 

prior to the use of the Spanish and Mediterranean styles 
which began to become dominant in the mid 1920's. The 
typical California bungalow is a wood structure utilizing 
either board and batten, shingle or panel construction.
This observation is based upon urban field analysis 
conducted in West Los Angeles in 1962 under Professor G. F. 
Bennett for Geography 101 at the University of California, Los Angeles.

76. James W. Elmore, "Living with the Southwest 
Sun," Arizona Architect. Vol. 2 (1958), p. l4.



compensate for this, stucco plaster was utilized over brick 
to lend a colorful appearance as did the painted wood 
exteriors used in California.

The increased demand for small, inexpensive 
structures in Tucson allowed builders to lower quality by 
using cheaper building materials. During winter these 
small, compact structures provided comfort, but during 
summer they offered little shelter from the heat. The 
continued use of sleeping porches and garage-top sleeping 
rooms provided relief during the evenings but daytime hours 
were filled with stuffy discomfort. Successful experimenta
tion with air cooling devices led to the commercial 
fabrication of evaporative coolers which alleviated indoor 
discomfort and made the bungalow more livable. The subject 
of summer migration to the Pacific coast or to nearby 
mountains prior to the use of air cooling has not yet been 
fully investigated as having been encouraged by the use of 
this type of. housing. The bungalow was constructed with 
the winter resident in mind. During the two preceding 
recognized style periods of the Anglo occupance, houses 
were built to be occupied throughout the year and thus 
summer heat was taken into consideration even though the 
adobe style of the Spanish-Mexican tradition had been 
overlooked. The California bungalow represents less

77• This information is based upon an interview 
with Tucson architect M . N. Starkweather, May 6 , 1964.
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expensive building practices per unit with the idea in mind 
of offering an inexpensive house to those seeking the 
amenities of the winter climate.

The California bungalow found in Tucson is repre
sented by numerous styles which represent only the degree 
of variation available in design. The basic bungalow 
structure is rectangular. Rooms are arranged on both sides 
of a central entrance in many houses. The kitchen and 
bathroom are often found facing the rear or side while the 
living room and bedrooms face the street. Larger bungalows 
may have an "L" or "T1* shape floor plan in the original 
structure. Often, however, most wings represent later 
additions. Bungalows have a variety of porch types which 
range from the wood post and lintel supporting a light 
weight, shallow pitched roof (see Figure 32) to the more 
elaborate built-under-porch with a large supporting span 
resting on two concrete or brick pillars (see Figure 33). 
Figures 34 and 35 typify two other common variations upon 
the bungalow porch all of which emphasize the variety 
available. In all bungalows the porch is constructed by 
resting the portico upon a cross beam which is supported by 
two pillars as this is a less expensive method of construc
tion.

An important aspect of bungalow construction which 
possibly points to a realization of the summer heat is the 
use of large air vents under the roof pitch. The shallower
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Figure 34. A California Bungalow in Tucson Utilizing the 
Arched Span Porch Roof Support.

Figure 35* A California Bungalow in Tucson Utilizing an 
Arched Span with Top Cross Beam Porch Roof Support.
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Figure 34

Figure 35
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pitch of the roof and the use of thin roof insulation
material necessitates under eave or dormer openings (larger
than those used in the early post railroad houses) to
permit as much circulation as possible (see Figure 36). To
what degree this compensates for the use of poor roofing

78material has not been determined.
The significance of the bungalow as a stylistic 

trend is evidenced by the use of similar design elements 
in houses of better quality as illustrated by Figures 37 
and 38.

The area of bungalows encircles and merges with 
the houses of the preceding period (see pocket map). The 
bungalow continued to be the major type of house built 
until public interest turned towards the designs of the 
Spanish-Pueblo style during the late 1920's and into the 
19301s as will be discussed in Chapter 6. 78

78. It is the belief of several Tucson architects 
and contractors with whom this author spoke that the 
general construction practices of this period were based 
upon satisfying a growing demand for housing, primarily for 
winter use, and at a lower per unit cost than houses 
constructed earlier. Thus the bungalow utilizes less roof 
insulation as one method of cutting the total cost. Careful 
measurement of temperatures in bungalow attics would be time 
consuming and costly work but would reveal positive proof 
as to the validity of this belief.



Figure 36. An Example of the Use of Large Air Vents on the 
California Bungalow in Tucson.

Figure 37• The Influence of 
Bungalow Style is Found on the 
early post Railroad Houses of 
the Latter Part of the Early 
Post Railroad Period, 1880- 
1910.

Figure 38. The California 
Bungalow Style in Tucson 
is Also Represented by a 
Few Multi-Floor Custom 
Homes not Built With Cost 
as the Only Factor in 
Determining the House Size.
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CHAPTER 6

THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY PERIOD, 1910-1940 
PART II: THE SPANISH-PUEBLO BUNGALOW

During the late 1920's there appears a rapid rise 
of a new dwelling style in Tucson, the Spanish-Pueblo 
bungalow. It is the product of two social trends in house 
construction having had their origin in California and New 
Mexico, and which appealed to the taste of most new South
west residents.

In the late 1920's, California experienced a
"Spanish" revival in dwelling style which spread to the

79Southwest by the early 1930's.  ̂ The revival was greatly
encouraged by people of the film industry who utilized 
stucco or adobe, red tile roofs, narrow, high windows and 
twisted columns to recreate the atmosphere of the mission 
period of California's history.®0 The Spanish revival 
influenced the style of houses in the lower price range.
The bungalow floor plan, however, was still employed. * 80 81

79* For a full discussion of the "Spanish" revival 
in California see Trent E. Sanford, Architecture of the 
Southwest (New York, 1950) .

80. David Gebhard, "Fifty Years of the American 
House," Landscape, Vol. 8 (1958), pp. 5-9.

81. Ibid.
71



This style began to appear in great abundance in Arizona by 
82the 1930's.

At the same time there occurred a revival of the 
Pueblo and Spanish colonial styles in New Mexico, but 
customized to modern usages. The architects of the "Santa 
Fe" school adhered closely to the simplicity of the box 
shape, flat roof dwelling of the past whereas the archi
tects of California were attempting to achieve a degree of 
flamboyance.

Both of these revivals represent a utilization of 
style elements of earlier cultures whose descendents in the 
area have become out numbered by Anglo-Americans. Why did 
the Anglo-Americans, who at first shunned the earlier 
styles of the Spanish-Mexican and Pueblo cultures, suddenly 
revive the traditions? To answer this it is necessary to 
understand the social and economic character of the South
west at this time.

The period of the 1920's was one of national 
prosperity. Numerous winter visitors and new residents 
continued coming to the Southwest. The bungalow served an 
immediate housing need. During this period the South
western economy was still dependent upon ranching, mining, 
and irrigated agriculture, supplemented by tourism and 82

82. For a description of the rise of this style 
in Arizona see the files of Jose del Castillo, Arizona 
Pioneers' Historical Society, Tucson.
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minor industries. The area, rich in recent history of
Indian raids, Spanish colonists and cowboys, and possessing
much open country, helped develop in the eastern visitor a

83frontier spirit. Local chambers of commerce, the movie 
industry, hotel and guest ranch owners and architects found

84it advantageous to foster this romanticism. This is
evidenced by a rise in the construction of many public 
buildings in the Spanish and Pueblo styles during this

O  crperiod. The years of depression following the stock 
market decline of 1929 helped to foster a national return 
to local styles in an attempt to duplicate past house 
types.̂  This further intensified the development of 
Spanish and Pueblo designs.

The Houses of the Period and Air Cooling 
The basic Spanish or Pueblo design of the 1930's in 

all of its variations is representative of a cultural 
revival. The antecedent styles of the Spanish-Mexican and 
Pueblo developed in cultures which had occupied an arid 
environment for a long period of time. In the 83 84 85 86

83. Interview with M. H. Starkweather, Tucson 
Architect, May 6, 1964.

84. For a complete discussion of this matter see
Gebhard, oja. city , pp. 5-9

85. Examples in Tucson are the Veteran's Adminis
tration Hospital and the Pima County Court House.

86. Gebhard, ojd . cit. , p. 7 •



Anglo-American revival of the Spanish and Pueblo design the 
emphasis was upon the form of the style and not upon its 
function. Early houses of the Spanish-Pueblo revival, like 
those of the California bungalow period, appear from 
observation to have given little consideration to summer 
comfort.

By the middle of the 1930's the development of 
evaporative air cooling finally eliminated the problem of 
summer discomfort within the structure. It must be kept in 
mind, however, that the continued use of evaporative 
cooling and the present use of refrigeration constitutes 
an awareness of the hot summer period.

Prior to the development of the evaporative cooler 
in the 1930's, most desert dwellers who remained during 
summer improvised ways of keeping the indoor air cool. As 
stated earlier, the use of dwelling styles not well suited 
to filtering out the incoming heat and the compactness of 
small bungalow rooms created uncomfortable conditions. A 
common practice of cooling the interior of the house was to 
string wet sheets across the room and place a fan behind 
so as to circulate moist, cool air. This only saturated 
the air being circulated and after an hour was of little 
value. In the mid 1930's, it was discovered that if a 
spray of water was introduced into a moving volume of air 
it would rapidly change the temperature, but maximum 
efficiency could only be obtained with a strong fan to
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circulate the air. Water sprayed on to fiber pads which 
maximize evaporation plus an electric powered fan to 
circulate air are the basic components of evaporative 
cooling. Such cooling, however, increases the vapor 
content of the air. When relative humidity is high the* 
incoming air is already saturated and thus cannot be easily 
cooled.

Early home coolers were crude, noisy and inflexible.
They consisted of a box open on two sides and covered with
burlap. A fan was used to pull air into the box and a
rubber hose and self-fashioned spray device injected a
stream of water. These had the ability to cool one small
room and bring some relief. They were, however, often very
drafty. By 193^» perfected coolers were being produced on
a commercial scale and at a low enough cost to be installed
in most homes. As demand increased the price decreased.
The average size cooler had a 60,000 cubic foot per hour
capacity and provided a change of air in a 10 x 10 x 10

88foot room every three minutes. It has since been found 
that by facing the vents upward and directing the cooled 
air toward the ceiling the room is more effectively cooled 
and no draft is created. 87 88

87. L. 6 . Tandberg, "Cooling the Desert by 
Evaporation,» Desert. Vol. 1 (1938), p. 24.

88. James Collins, "Cooling the Desert Air," Desert, Vol. 2 (1939), p. 30.
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The introduction of air cooling has one major 

disadvantage. The cooling box is large and ugly and is 
elevated either upon platforms outside a window or perched 
atop the roof. The large coolers used for office buildings 
and stores are often camouflaged by false fronts, corbels 
or enclosed in artificial chimneys. Many, however, have

89been left "glittering in the Arizona sun."

Houses of the Period— Style Variation 
The basic Spanish and Pueblo dwelling utilizes the 

compact floor plan of the California bungalow. The 
exterior walls are of brick covered with a smooth stucco 
plaster. The walls rise slightly above the flat roof to 
form a pretile ledge. Ornamental canales, copings of brick 
or fired tile and vigas are used interchangeably or together 
to decorate the upper wall surface. The porch consists of 
a rectangular or square, flat roofed portico resting upon 
pillars or supported by curved arches (see Figure 39). The 
lower wall surfaces are unadorned but occasionally are 
enhanced by an ornamental buttress. The Spanish-Pueblo 
design has more simplicity than the California bungalow.
It does not employ the use of a pitched roof on the main 
structure or the porch. The use of flat roofs requires 89

89. Dick Stitt, "The Esthetics of Air Condi
tioning," Arizona Architect. Vol. 5 (1962), p. 9.



Figure 39. The Spanish-Pueblo Figure 40. A Spanish-Pueblo
Bungalow of the Early Twentieth Bungalow of Mixed Spanish
Century Period, 1910-1940. and Pueblo Design
Most typical of this style is 
the box-shape porch.

Figure 4l. A Spanish-Pueblo Figure 42. A Spanish-Pueblo
Bungalow Combining Spanish Bungalow of Purely Pueblo
and Mediterranean Style Design.
Elements. The use of tall 
window-doors and ceramic tile 
show a strong influence of 
the Mediterranean.
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Figure 4l Figure 42
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less construction material which lowers the cost of 
90construction.

Many houses combine the style elements of both 
Spanish and Pueblo periods as seen in Figure 40. Figures 
4l and 42 illustrate more typical Spanish and Pueblo houses 
of this period.

The earliest houses to show Spanish-Pueblo style 
elements are bungalows to which a facade was added (see 
Figure 43). The majority of later Spanish and Pueblo 
dwellings show no consideration of the summer heat as most 
were built during the period that the evaporative cooler 
became popular. The use of the flat roof, which in this 
case is for style purposes, is a wise usage as less roof 
surface is exposed to direct insolation and a smaller attic 
space does not retain as much heat as under a pitched roof.

New Trends in Housing During the End of This Period
Construction of houses of the Spanish and Pueblo 

style continued through the 1930's, but stopped during 
World War II as the war put a halt to all house construc
tion. By the time the war had ended, new economic, social 
and population pressures brought a national change in 
housing styles--the tract house. New household inventions 90

90. For a discussion of the cost factor in house 
construction during the 1920's and 1930's see Ernest 
Pickering, The Homes of America as They Have Expressed the 
Lives of Our People for Three Centuries (New York, 1951).



Figure 4]. A California Bungalow With a Spanish-Pueblo 
Porch Facade• These early Spanish-Pueblo type bungalows 
use only a porch facade of Spanish-Pueblo design.

Figure 44. A Spanish- 
Mediterranean Custom Built 
House of the Early Twentieth 
Century Period, 1910-1940.

Figure 45* A Pueblo Custom 
Built House of the Early 
Twentieth Century Period, 
1910-1940.
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Figure 43

Figure 44 Figure 45
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and modernizations also began to change people's domestic
attitudes and thus a completely new house emerged.

During this period and into the early post World
War II period, however, many large and highly decorated
homes were built in sections of Tucson dominated by its

91wealthier citizens. These houses blend together various 
elements of the Mediterranean villa with elements of the 
Pueblo design in predominantly two floor houses often 
containing as many as 15 rooms (see Figures 44 and 45). 
These large homes are the product of a striving towards 
unity with the desert environment by architects whose

92clients could afford to allow them full latitude on cost.
The style movement in Santa Fe re-focused the 

attention of Southwestern builders upon the earlier 
indigenous forms which utilized local materials in a 
manner less outstanding (in terms of shapes, angles and 
ornamentation) than the houses of the 1880-1910 period or 
the California bungalow. The long experience of the Pueblo 
Indians and the Spanish in arid land construction produced 
a dwelling both practical and compatible with the natural 91 92

91. The predominant cluster of such homes is found 
in the El Encanto district just east of Country Club Road.

92. Architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright believe 
that a house in an arid environment should blend with the 
surrounding desert because of the difficulties in planting 
adequate grass or trees. Mr. Wright also believed that 
trees and green lawn were out of context in a desertenvironment.
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environment, however, it must be remembered that their 
cultural conditioning as to style and beauty was far 
different than the more industrial Anglo traditions. From 
the experiments with these two traditions during the 1930's 
came a post World War II style known as territorial.

Both the rise of the tract house and the develop
ment of the territorial style are the subject of the next 
chapter covering the period since World War II.



CHAPTER 7

THE POST WORLD WAR TWO PERIOD, 19^5 TO THE PRESENT

The house is often the only existing landscape
expression of the past relationship between man's culture
and the physical environment. This is especially true in

93an area of rapid cultural and technological change.
"Each generation of occupance is linked to past, present
and future, and each exhibits an individuality expressive
of mutations in some element of its natural or cultural

q4characteristics."
In the light of 20ib Century technology past Anglo- 

American housing appears to have been a collection of rooms 
with few facilities, although it must have been attempting 
to express the affluence of its period. Today's house is 
more than a structure; it is also the purchase of such 
modern conveniences as air cooling, built-in kitchen 
features, etc. Cultural and technological changes have 
occurred during the years and are expressed through changes 
in the attitude toward the dwelling and in the morphology 
of the structure itself. * 94

p. 99.93• James, op. cit . ,
94. Ibid.
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Post World War IX Housing Developments

World War II interrupted housing construction and
disturbed the entire American social and economic fabric.
Such an historical occurrence inaugurates a change in the

9 5mode of living generally reflected in new housing.  ̂
American housing in the post War period reflects improve
ments in construction techniques, new household comforts,

96and increased gadgetry.
Since the War American family incomes have been 

increasing, but the continuous deflation of the dollar has 
not made it any easier to afford a new home as would be

97assumed. It has been the case of financing sponsored by
the Federal Housing Administration and the Veteran's
Administration that has allowed people of even low income

98groups to afford a home through long-term financing.
Such government supported loans have stimulated a, great 
demand for more housing providing the greatest amount of 96 97 98

95• Derwent Whittlesey, "Sequent Occupance," 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 19 
(1929) , p."T6'2.

96. See Lynes, op. cit., for full discussion.
97. Information based upon interview with Dean S. 

Little, University of Arizona, School of Architecture,
June 3} 1965•

98. Information based upon interview with J . Lee, 
Arizona Bank, Asst. Mgr., Flagstaff, September 10, 1965.
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convenience at the lowest possible cost. In the South
west where urban expansion has not been hindered by limited 
land and where less expensive building materials can be 
utilized (due to the absence of severe winters) a larger 
house can be constructed for the cost of a smaller dwelling 
in colder climates or crowded urban areas. The mild 
climate of the Southwest has stimulated more in-migration 
which has created sufficient demands to further lower
v. • • 100housing prices.

In evaluating the significance of the cost of new 
housing and of technological factors it is important to 
first look at the changes in the total American concept of 
the house. It will then be possible to understand the post 
World War II housing trends in Tucson.

Since World War II the United States has turned 
its energy towards the expansion of its industries. This 
increased industrialism not only has produced more goods 
and new technological advances but it has also stimulated 
increased u r b a n i s m . T h e  houses of this period reflect 
the American desire for open space within the structure and

99. F.H.A. interest rates are computed on the 
amount financed. Down payments are at a rate of three per 
cent on the first $15,000 and ten per cent on all amounts 
over $15,000.

100. Information based upon interview with Dean S. 
Little, University of Arizona, School of Architecture,
June 2, 1965•

99

101. Ibid.
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the demand for work-saving conveniences. The house is no
longer a grouping of small rooms heavily draped and
furnished as today's concept of the house is one of utility

102and comfort without clutter. Increased urban life has
brought the family into more inter-personal contacts and
into more formalized organizations. This means less
dependence upon the house for entertainment. However,
family leisure at home is given more consideration and this
has intensified the development of the family room and the
living-dining room combination.

Possibly the most important conceptual change that
influences the construction of houses today is mobility.
Americans are spatially mobile in that they no longer
consider the house as something to be lived in more than

io4one generation. People often move to new neighborhoods
or cities because of changes in jobs. Many people often 
mose so as to live in larger or more modern houses. 
Americans, for the most part, travel more in their daily 
lives than other people. This is due to the American 
development of relatively inexpensive public and private 
transportation. Our cities have had room to grow and have

102. Pickering, o j j. cit. , p. 254.
103. Lynes, op♦ cit., p. Ill •
104. Pickering, oj>. cit. , p. 260.
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spread with the aid of such transportation.Americans 
are also vertically mobile. People are status conscious 
and with increases in salary and often move to live in a 
more luxurious area. Credit buying, and government backed 
loans have stimulated more purchasing. In this light it 
is possible to say that the house is becoming more of a 
temporary residence.

Today, as in the past, the economic factors of 
construction are important. With rising labor and material 
costs and with the variety of household conveniences from 
which to choose, Americans are becoming increasingly more 
dollar c o n s c i o u s . B u i l d e r s  today take advantage of many 
standardized and pre-fabricated parts and when possible 
employ mass construction techniques so as to make the most 
profit possible. f Buyers differ from each other in their 
outlook, values, and motivations as well as in their income 
levels; however, all desire the best house possible for the 
least capital expense. It can be assumed that in the past 
cost consideration was also an important factor, but with 
less range of conveniences to consider housing cost was 
more closely tied to house size. * 106

105• Lynes, loc. cit♦
106. Information based upon interview with J . Lee, 

Arizona Bank, Asst. Mgr., Flagstaff, September 15, 1965•
107• Information based upon interview with Tom 

Berry, Lusk Corporation designer, June 2, 1965.
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The Post War House

Although post War housing in the United States is 
dominated by mass produced and standardized dwellings, 
regional variation reflective of cultural factors and 
physical needs still exists. However, there are general 
features which broadly characterize this period of American 
housing.

A typical post War house in the United States (see 
Figure 46) generally utilizes the square, rectangular or 
"L11 shape floor plan. It appears that the cost factor of 
construction, and the simplification of the interior to 
allow for a more open living area are partly responsible 
for the use of a more rectangularly shaped house. Most 
houses today have a shallow foundation and are of single 
floor construction, however, in more congested urban areas 
the split-level'*'^ house is utilized. Windows are seldom 
recessed and are either of the high (Bermuda) variety or 
are of the floor-to-ceiling type. Window casements are 
predominantly metal which eliminates wood outer frames.

Post War houses often incorporate the garage or 
carport under a single roof crest with the main body of 
the house or utilize a separate wing projecting from the 
main portion of the dwelling. The pitch of the roof varies 108

108. The split-level house is one that has its 
living space staffered in levels that are approximately 
one-half story above or below each other.



Figure 46. A Typical World War 
II Single Family Tract House 
Showing Little Regional Style.

Figure 47• A Post World War 
II Single Family House 
Utilizing the Elongated 
Ranch Floor Plan.

Figure 48. A Post World War 
II Tract House Constructed 
of Concrete Block.

Figure 4$). A Post World 
War II Tract House 
Utilizing the "Contempo
rary" Design Which 
Employs an Abundance of 
Glass, and Angular Shapes.



Figure 4?

Figure 49
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depending upon the amount and type of precipitation found 
in a particular area.

Much of today's housing lacks extensive areas of 
surface ornamentation such as rosettes, under gable trim 
or bargeboards. Because of the mass produced nature of 
many subdivisions, the natural vegetation cover is usually 
removed and only a minimum of landscaping in front of the 
new house is provided. This lack of dense vegetation and 
the use of large picture windows decreases the privacy of 
the house, especially with the present emphasis upon out
door recreation. Throughout the United States walls and 
fences surrounding back yards are becoming increasingly 
common.

Although regional variation exists in post World 
War II housing, all of today's houses have in common simple 
open interior floor plans, new technological conveniences, 
and standardized construction materials. Surrounding 
older, industrial and commercial centers are large develop
ments of small to medium size houses of few designs 
occupying mile after mile and providing the increasing 
urban population with opportunities for home ownership.

Post War Tucson Housing, Its Growth and Variety
Post World War II Tucson housing reflects national 

housing styles blended with local style elements. Many 
local style aspects reflect man's evaluation of the
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physical environment while others point to the appraisal 
of Tucson's past cultural heritage. Before discussing the 
present styles of housing it is necessary to briefly review 
the post World War XI occurrences that have stimulated the 
city's rapid growth.

During World War IX three major air base installa
tions were established near Tucson to take advantage of the 
dry, mild weather and unpopulated deserts. The area also 
provided the added advantage of an interior location less 
vulnerable to enemy attacks. Several aircraft and elec
tronics firms also were established in Tucson because of 
the same set of conditions. Today they are among Tucson's 
major employers. The War years provided an opportunity for 
many people to experience desert living and to find that it 
offered many advantages.

Following World War II, many veterans returned to
109Tucson either to work or to study under the "6.1. Bill."

The increasing industrial opportunities in California 
brought people through Arizona where active chambers of 
commerce persuaded many to remain. Today Arizona is an 
urban state, and just as in 1900, it is the climate that 
is the main attracting feature.

In-migration has not only brought people to Arizona 
but also ideas. The people who came from eastern United

109• Public Law 346.
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States were accustomed to particular styles of housing, 
landscaping, and interior furnishing. One can assume that 
many of the small style details found in present Tucson 
housing are in part due to the desire of these people to 
reproduce styles they were already acquainted with as was 
true when the first Anglos arrived in Tucson.

Post World War XI housing occupies approximately 
two-thirds of the total area of Tucson. "*""** ̂ The population 
growth of over 300 percent since 19^0 has created urban 
expansion into previously unoccupied areas. Tucson has 
grown eastward toward Saguaro National Monument where land 
for further development is limited by the Monument boundary. 
The foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains north of 
Tucson have been subdivided into large, non-tract estates. 
West of the Santa Cruz River level land for construction 
is limited by the Tucson Mountains. This is an area of 
recent tract development. South of downtown the valley 
floor is flat. This level area has been utilized by the 
airport and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. Industrializa
tion in this area, and the proximity to the landing strips 
preclude future residential expansion.

Prior to the War, Spanish and Pueblo styles 
dominated the newer sections of Tucson. The post War years 
brought rising labor and material costs, new material and 110

110. See pocket map.



technological developments, and a rising standard of living 
with easier credit buying. These factors stimulated mass 
house construction.

The way in which various building materials are 
used in preference to others is one of the local reflec
tions of present Tucson housing. Brick has been the pre
dominant wall construction material since the coming of the 
railroad. Since the California Bungalow Period, brick 
often has been covered with stucco. The hot summers and 
generally dry conditions favor termites which preclude 
extensive uses of wood. Stucco plaster requires the use 
of a wood frame and has not been used with success. Stucco 
used as a covering for brick is purely decorative as it 
eliminates the drab brown or red brick color.

Following World War II, concrete block began to 
appear on the market and several Tucson builders utilized 
it. The public did not readily accept the use of concrete 
block because of poor workmanship on many of these early 
houses.111 112 * Concrete blocks of the standard 4 x l6 x 8 inch 
size require less labor to assemble into a wall but produce

113a surface that is not found to have a pleasing texture.

111. Information based upon interview with city of 
Tucson engineer, John Flynn, June 2, 1965•

112. Information based upon interview with Dean S. 
Little, University of Arizona, School of Architecture,June 3, 1965.

113• The standard fired brick sizes are smaller and
require more hand labor in wall construction than concrete block.
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Through the years many real estate brokers,
contractors and residents have come to the conclusion that
brick is a better insulator than concrete block. Brick
still dominates the construction of houses in Tucson. The
thermal factor in both brick and concrete block of the same
thickness is so minor that no sensible difference can be

ll4detected by the human body. Thus the use of brick in
Tucson must be related to other factors such as its 
aesthetic appeal over concrete block and to the poor 
workmanship of early concrete block dwellings. The use of 
brick in Tucson (covered with stucco plaster as in the 
1930's or without any covering) is a characteristic of 
Tucson housing that distinguishes it from other South
western cities. In Phoenix, Yuma, Las Cruces and other 
cities of the immediate area concrete block dominates as 
the most widely used building material• Brick is produced 
locally in Tucson as the necessary clays are readily 
available, however, concrete block (produced primarily in 
Phoenix) is cheaper even when purchased in Tucson because 
of its mass production techniques

Fired adobe brick is an increasingly popular 
building material in Tucson because of the proximity to 114 115

114. Architectural Graphic Standards, 5- ed. (New 
York, 1956), ppl 496-4:97.

115. Information based upon an interview with Tom 
Berry, Lusk Corporation designer, June 2, 1965•
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Sonora where the brick is cheaply produced. Tucson 
residents have a cost advantage over residents in Phoenix 
and are able to utilize this additional building material. 
With increasing interest in territorial design, fired adobe 
brick is being widely utilized.

Roof construction in Tucson is a reflection of the 
lack of heavy precipitation in the Southwest. Throughout 
the more humid portions of the United States roofing 
material consists of either tar, various composition 
papers or wood shingles. The roof pitch is generally above 
five degrees. In Tucson the roof pitch averages less than 
five degrees and there is often a wide overhang of 24 inches 
or more. The low roof exposes less surface area to the sun 
and the wide overhang shields the interior from mid-day sun 
rays.  ̂ This is advantageous in a climate such as
Tucson’s where insolation is higher than in humid, cloudy 
climates. Roofing material has been similar to material 
used in the rest of the nation, but with an absence of wood 
shingles which dry and crack under intense heat. The 
newest roofing practice (which developed in the South- 
west) is the use of crushed rock or gravel. Three 
layers of felt are covered with hot tar to which is 116 *

116. For a full discussion of the use of roof 
pitch and overhang in arid regions see Lee, ojd. cit ♦

117• Dean S . Little states that this practice had 
its inception in either the Southwest or southern 
California.
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applied crushed rock or alluvial gravel. This type of 
roofing is possible in the Southwest because of the absence 
of frequent or prolonged rains. Gravel is available in 
local stream beds. Such a roof needs little or no further 
maintenance. In Tucson and other Southwestern cities 
architects are advocating harmony with the natural environ
ment and gravel roofs are found to blend with the physical 
surroundings in a pleasingly aesthetic manner. It has also 
been found that the light colored gravels commonly used 
reflect radiant heat which provides some degree of insula
tion.118

Upon close observation of a present day house under 
construction in Tucson one will find standardized building 
materials are utilized, such as pipe, plumbing fixtures, 
aluminum or stainless steel window frames, dry wall, and 
built-in appliances. It is noticed, however, that basements 
are lacking as there are no large furnaces to install, no 
need to go below a frost line for solid foundations, and no 
need for large indoor laundry or recreation areas for use 
during inclement weather. Poured concrete foundations are 
utilized as hollow foundations covered by wood floors would 
fall prey to termites. Exterior walls Eire constructed 
directly out of brick, adobe brick or concrete block for

118. According to Lee, ojd. cit ♦ , light colors have 
less of an ability to absorb heat emd act as a better 
insulator than dark materials of the seime density.



the same reason. The floor plans used are similar to those 
throughout the nation with the exception that split-level, 
two floor or elongated box plans are rare and the ranch 
plan (see Figure 47) predominates. Land for home construc
tion is not so limited as in larger urban centers.

Post World War IX Tucson Housing. Its Styles and Trends 
Such factors as floor plan, roof pitch, roofing 

material and the primary wall construction material all 
influence the style of the house. Style, however, is more 
than the use of particular materials. Style is the arrange
ment of shapes and forms to produce a particular pattern. 
Indigenous styles (as previously seen) are a reflection of 
man's awareness and use of the natural elements of the 
environment as conditioned by his cultural traits. Imported 
or foreign styles represent a culture's desire to imitate 
the tastes of another area, or they are the product of in- 
migration.

The majority of post War housing in Tucson displays 
very little ornamentation that can be attributed to any 
particular region. Most of these houses derive their style 
from the basic construction materials used and the floor 
plan upon which the house is based (see Figures 48 and 49)• 
A few contractors have utilized sharp angular forms and an 
abundance of glass to produce what is often called the 
contemporary" style (see Figure 50). Such a style in
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Figure 50 • A Post World War XX 
Tract House Utilizing the 
"Contemporary1* Design Based 
Upon the Use of Asymmetrical 
Lines•

Figure 52. A Post World War 
II House Showing the Continua
tion of Spanish-Pueblo Design 
Elements Through the Use of a 
Ceramic Tile Roof.

Figure 51• A Post World 
War II Tract House Utilizing 
the "Gingerbread" Design 
Based Upon an Abundance of 
Painted Wood Trim.

Figure 53• A Post World 
War II House Showing the 
Continuation of Spanish- 
Pueblo Design Elements 
Through the Use of a Flat 
Roof with a Brick Coping•
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Figure 52 Figure 53
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Tucson's climate poses the problem of keeping out radiant 
and reflected heat. The "gingerbread" style (see Figure 
5l) has gained popularity in California and Phoenix but has 
not been widely used in Tucson.

The most popular style to persist in Tucson is the 
Spanish-Pueblo and Mediterranean. Style elements are 
sparingly used and houses only show such decorations as 
fired, ceramic tile roofs (see Figure 52) or the use of 
adobe brick or possibly a large, carved wood door. A few 
houses constructed during the late pre War and early post 
War periods utilize the Mediterranean (see Figure 53) or 
the Santa Fe pueblo style to great extents.

The most widely accepted Spanish style in Tucson 
today is the territorial design. Many architects believe 
its development is a 201b century creation. Its use of the 
box shape, flat roof, exterior walls with few windows 
(usually barred or shuttered), and its large, ornate outer 
doors recreates Spanish style elements found in Mexico and 
the Southwest during the l6ib and 17— centuries. The 
territorial house (see Figure 5 )̂ often does not possess 
the interior patio that was commonly found in its Spanish 
counterpart. The floor plan of a territorial house is 
governed by the need for modern plumbing and kitchen 
facilities, interior corridors, and the garage. Today's 
territorial house is not constructed of adobe but utilizes 
brick, fired adobe brick or concrete block. A stucco



Figure $4. A Territorial House of the Post World War II 
Period. This example illustrates the use of shutters on 
the outside windows and a brick coping• Most of the 
territorial houses built today are not as large as this 
custom example.

Figure 55* A Post World War 
II Single Floor Apartment 
Court•

Figure 56. A Post World 
War II Multi-Floor Apartment Building.
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Figure 54

Figure 55 Figure 56
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finish is often applied to present the appearance of adobe 
plaster.

Houses of the Spanish-Pueblo, Mediterranean and 
more recent territorial style are primarily custom built.
They dominate such areas as the Catalina foothills, El

119 120Encanto and the area surrounding the Arizona Inn.
Several new tract house developments such as Lusk's Desert 

121Steppes are featuring inexpensive houses with many 
aspects of territorial design.

Post War Tucson Housing, The Patio and the Wall
Throughout the United States there is an emphasis 

upon outdoor home recreation. Urban crowding and the lack 
of adequate vegetation in new housing developments have 
stimulated the use of the wall which becomes the family's 
safeguard of privacy. In the Southwest the wall was 
utilized during the Spanish-Mexican period for purposes of 
privacy and also to keep wind and dust out of the interior. 
Today many observers equate the use of the wall as being of 
direct Spanish origin in this area. Architects such as

119• Located between Country Club and Alvernon 
Roads, and between Sixth Street and Broadway (see pocket 
map) .

120. Located between Campbell Avenue and Tucson 
Boulevard, and between Speedway and Grant Road (see pocket 
map) .

121. Located off Broadway just beyond Pantano Wash 
(see pocket map).

122. Information based upon interview with Dean S. Little, University of Arizona, School of Architecture,
June 2, 1965•
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Dean S. Little of the University of Arizona believe its use
today reflects the growing national concern for privacy
more than a revival of prior traditions.

The patio as it was found in Spanish and Mexican
dwellings was an enclosed garden in which the family spent
its leisure hours. Today the patio is a cement or stone
plot of space attached to the rear of the house. From

123field observation it is found that the patio is not a
part of the house as sold by most contractors. It is
provided for an additional fee. Few houses, having patios,
are built with a roof covering the patio. It is found that
most patio coverings are later additions, as are most patio

124floors themselves. The patio serves as an extension of
living space and when covered it provides shade from the 
summer sun. The predominance of the patio in over 50 per
cent of Tucson's post War housing is indicative of the 
appeal of outdoor home recreation.

Post War Tucson Housing, The Apartment 
A type of housing that is becoming increasingly 

popular in Tucson is the apartment house. Throughout the 
20th century growth of Tucson the bungalow court and small

123• Observations made in all directional quadrants 
of the city where post War housing is found.

124. From field observation it is found that 75 
percent of all post War housing is built without patio 
roofs.
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attached apartment units (see Figure 55) served as housing 
for winter visitors and residents without either the means 
or desire to purchase a single family structure. A greater 
need for apartments has become evident in recent years with 
the growth of Tucson since World War XT, the increase of 
retired people, and an increased young working population. 
Apartments today are multi-floor units and usually are 
arranged about a swimming pool or interior patio (see 
Figure 56).

There is a concentration of apartments in the 
vicinity of the University and in the early post War area 
between Broadway and Grant Road, east of Country Club Road 
(see pocket map). As population pressures increase, land 
close to the commercial core of the city becomes more 
valuable. Because many people want to live within the 
central city area the apartment may become a dominant type 
of Tucson housing.

Post World War XI Tucson housing shows more 
standardization in building practices than in the past but 
the house still is an indicator of mein's appraisal and use 
of the natural environment. In Tucson housing the abundant 
use of covered patios, sliding glass panels, and evaporative 
cooling or refrigeration points to a continuing conscious
ness of the physical environment. The use of burnt adobe 
and territorial design points to a continued interest in 
the earlier Spanish traditions of the Southwest. The



variation in ornamentation of present exteriors represents 
either individual preference or the choice of the building 
contractor. These variations are not major style changes.
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CHAPTER 8

REVIEW

The differences in Tucson dwelling styles over 189 
years are evidence that man's relationship with the 
environment changes as technology and cultural traditions 
change. Tucson began as a Spanish presidio but soon the 
cultural traditions of Spain and Mexico became subordinate 
to the Anglo-American tradition with all of its subsequent 
technological and social changes.

The site of Tucson is that of an alluvial valley 
surrounded in part by high, rugged mountains from whose 
slopes the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries drain the 
valley to the north. The climate is of the BWh (hot 
desert) type. Winters are mild with sporadic amounts of 
precipitation, but occasional heavy rainfall, snow and 
frost add variety to this season. Summer is hot and in
flowing moist air being forced by high mountains to rise 
and cool orographically creates frequent convectional 
showers. Vegetation in the valley consists of woody shrubs 
and small trees with limited gallery forests along the 
stream courses. It is in this physical environment that 
Indians and Europeans have been living for centuries. 
Although there are physical limitations as to possible
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local resources, and there are climatic considerations to 
be recognized, man has shown that these physical factors do 
not necessarily limit cultural expressions. It has been 
the events of history, the movement of people into the area 
bringing ideas and technologies that has brought changes to 
the physical and cultural landscape of Tucson.

The first evidence of European cultural adjustment 
to the arid Southwest is the adobe house of the Spanish- 
Mexican tradition. Within the framework of the technology 
brought from Spain, and because of isolation from the 
central area of new world Spanish culture, the thick adobe 
walls and flat, earth roof came to represent the best 
possible means of comfortable living in arid and semi-arid 
climates. Within time the use of adobe became a rigid 
tradition of the Spanish and Mexican people. It can be 
seen in southern Arizona and in the Rio Grande Valley that 
when Anglo-Americans began importing and producing other 
building materials, many Spanish and Mexican people con
tinued employing the adobe tradition. One can assume that 
the adobe tradition is therefore as much cultural as 
environmental.

The transfer of the territory to the United States 
brought Tucson into the Anglo-American political realm. 
Because of a lack of safe communication due to Indian 
hostilities and large, unsettled distances to be traversed, 
the early Anglo-American settlers in Tucson became isolated
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from their centers of culture. Earliest Anglo houses show 
the strength of cultural traditions through the use of 
pitched roofs, verandas and numerous windows. The adapta
tion to local conditions is evident through the use of 
adobe and other locally available building materials during 
the pre-railroad period.

The coming of the railroad and the suppression of 
Indian hostilities after 1880 brought Tucson closer to the 
Anglo-American cultural realm. Anglos had never occupied 
a desert environment and their dwelling styles represented 
humid-land developments. It must be assumed from the 
persistence of these traditions, with adaptations and 
modifications to permit more summer comfort, that the 
strength of these traditions precluded any major adoption 
of the Spanish-Mexican building traditions. It is doubtful 
that such houses with more exposed roof surfaces and more 
windows allowing the invasion of hot air were better suited 
to dry summer temperatures than the thick walls of the 
adobe house with a flat roof and few windows. Early Anglo- 
American houses are evidence of the strength of a cultural 
tradition. When faced with a new physical environment in 
which other dwelling styles possibly could provide more 
climatic comfort, the Anglo traditions persisted and 
eventually came to dominate.

Through the entire Anglo-American period the house 
has continued to be a major indicator of man's changing
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relationship with the environment. The use of the bungalow 
style after 1900, points to a housing demand whereby 
shelter had to be provided at a minimum cost. This demand 
was created by a greater awareness of the desert environ
ment's healthful amenities in curing respiratory ailments.

Following the national depression, the American 
consciousness of regional styles helped to foster a revival 
of the Spanish-Mexican tradition. These houses have a 
basic bungalow floor plan, but eliminate pitched roofs and 
return to a use of rectangular exterior shapes. They 
represent a purely stylistic movement, however, they are 
better suited to the desert environment through the 
elimination of the pitched roof.

Throughout the early Anglo-American period (prior to 
the commercial fabrication of air cooling which occurred 
during the 1930's Spanish-Pueblo revival) the use of 
sleeping porches and under gable or roof top air vents 
continued to indicate that the hot summer climate was of 
some consideration in house construction. The rapidity 
with which Tucson accepted evaporative cooling shows that 
its residents had been living in some degree of discomfort 
for the sake of design or cost and greatly welcomed a means 
of ameliorating the heat of summer. The air cooler, 
however, often detracted from the total aesthetics of the 
house design. The continued construction of the Spanish 
and Pueblo style houses after the acceptance of evaporative
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cooling represents almost complete expression of an 
interest in the aesthetics of design within a given price 
range for the first time during American occupation of the 
desert.

After World War II, Tucson came under the influence 
of a burgeoning urban population, increased gadgetry and 
improved technology. Cost consciousness has always been a 
factor in house construction, but today the range of choice 
as to building materials and appliances is greater than in 
the past. The analysis of any house in the past told 
something of the budget limitations as to the quality of 
wood frame used, the size of the dwelling and the use or 
absence of surface ornamentation. Post War price con
sciousness is still seen through the choice of building 
materials, the size of the dwelling and the degree of 
ornamentation, however, true price value can only be 
appraised by close investigation of such features as 
insulation material, kitchen and bathroom appliances, 
electrical installations and other technological improve
ments .

Today as in the past, the house is still an 
important indicator of a region. The predominant post War 
use of brick in Tucson in the face of less expensive newer 
building materials such as concrete block points to a 
popularly held belief that brick is a better insulator. 
This is due to early local experiments with concrete block
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which were failures. Although both have almost identical 
insulating qualities, local preference for brick has created 
a distinct regional pattern. Concrete block construction 
is not entirely absent. The absence of stucco applied 
directly to wood frames (an inexpensive practice) is due to 
the activity of termites in such a climate.

The use of shallow pitched roofs and roofing 
materials such as crushed rock indicates that there is an 
absence of heavy, prolonged rain or snow. The predominance 
of covered patios and sliding glass panels indicates that 
outdoor activity is a major part of daily living. Of all 
the regional expressions one of the most distinctive of the 
arid Southwest is the steel or aluminum cooler box perched 
atop the roof.

The continuation of Spanish-Mexican and Pueblo 
styles today either points to a local pride in the past 
heritage of the area or to a local romanticism of this 
earlier period as most Tucson residents do not trace their 
heritage back to these cultures.

Here briefly told, is the story of the dwelling as 
an expression of man's development of shelter in the Tucson 
environment. Through 189 years one can trace the changes 
in the occupance of Tucson and the corresponding changes in 
man's cultural values and his appraisal and use of the 
physical environment. To any observer Tucson, like all 
cities, is dominated by houses. Some are old, some are
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even older, but most show post World War II expansion. It 
is important to remember that the sequence of housing 
styles from the oldest to the newest is a major landscape 
record of the total cultural growth and change of any area.
In Tucson the changes from adobe to brick, from flat roof- 
box shape to pitched roof 11 Victorian" to bungalow and through 
the present tract house is a pictorial catalog of the 
cultural history of man in one type of physical environment.



APPENDIX

A GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT ARCHITECTURAL TERMS

Bargeboard: A board, often ornate, attached along the
eaves of a roof where it forms a gable.

Bay Window: A series of windows jutting out from the wall
of a building to form an alcove within.

Buttressing: The process of building a structure against
the wall to support or reinforce it.

Canale: A spout inserted into the portion of the wall
rising above the roof of a Spanish-Mexican adobe 
house. The spout carries excess rainwater from 
the roof to the ground.

Coping: The top layer of a masonry wall or the top cap of
an adobe or stucco wall.

Cornice: A horizontal molding projecting along the top of
a wall.

Crest: The top ridge of a sloped roof.
Dormer: A window set upright in a sloping roof. Normally

it is roofed and roof pitch is often also called a 
dormer.

Dry Wall: A type of interior wall utilizing pre-cut gypsum
strips. These are fitted together and covered with 
paper or plaster finish.

Eave: A type of overhang produced by the edge of a roof
projecting beyond the sides of the building.

Gable: The upper wall surface enclosed by the sloping ends
of a ridged roof.

Gallery: A large covered porch usually covered by a roof
supported by curved arches. Often called a Piazza.

Ill
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Gingerbread: A descriptive term used to refer to the use

of ornate trim on the roof or walls of a house. 
Commonly found in houses of the 1880-1910 period.

Hip Roof: A roof with four sloping sides and no open
gable.

Lattice: An open structure of crossed strips of wood
forming a grate or screen.

Mi11work: Objects made in a planing mill such as door and
window frames and porch banisters.

Porch: A small covered entrance to a house or building.
A large porch capable of seating many people is 
called a veranda. If it is framed by thick arches 
it is called a gallery or piazza.

Portico: A porch or covered walk, consisting of a roof
supported by columns.

Pretile Ledge: The built up wall surrounding a flat roof
and forming a protective fence.

Quion: Decorative corner stones of a building often made
of limestone or concrete block are called by this 
French term.

Rosette: A sculptured piece of wood, circular in design,
resembling a rose.

Turret: A small corner tower projecting from a building,
often round in shape is called either a tower or 
turret.

Veranda: An open porch, usually roofed; distinguished from
a gallery by its lack of arches.

Victorian: Of or in reference to antiques, furniture or
structures designed during the reign of Queen 
Victoria, 1837 to 1901.

Viga: A projecting wood roof beam found on adobe houses of
Pueblo Indian or Spanish-Mexican design.
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